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Abstract 
This exploratory case study examines the role of the community school 
coordinator (CSC) in the community school model in two urban elementary schools.  It 
seeks to understand how the role and responsibilities of a community school coordinator 
supports fostering relationships with parents, teachers, students and the community (i.e. 
building the school social network for the purpose of meeting the academic and social 
needs of children).  The community school approach as a reform of urban schooling 
seeks to implement systematic educational change in which partners come together to 
offer a range of supports and opportunities for children, youth, families and 
communities before, during, after school and during intercession (Coalition for 
Community Schools, 2006).   
The findings in this study help define the role of the community school 
coordinator (CSC) who serves as a connector between the school and community.  
Serving in an informal leadership role, the CSC works closely with the principal to 
develop and sustain relationships with internal and external school members (i. e. 
teachers and students, families, communities and agencies).  These relationships seek to 
restructure how school and communities together accomplish the complexities of 
improving student learning and social outcomes for children and families.  Implications 
for practice and further studies are considered to further examine this important role in 
the school reform literature.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
While the need to respond to families in high-risk schools and neighborhoods is 
evident, there is no clear pathway to linking the services that are needed to help children 
and families live better.  Following the 1983 report A Nation at Risk (McCombs & 
Quiat, 2002), educators and policy makers developed many comprehensive school-wide 
reform models.  Calling for systems change and new ways of organizing administrative 
structures that are more responsive to consumers (i. e., children and families) is 
essential (Melaville, Blank, & Asayesh, 1993; Crowson & Boyd, 1995; Zucker, 1987).   
While demands on leadership in urban schools include building stronger connections 
between schools and the community they serve (Bryk, Sebring, Allensworth, Luppescu 
& Easton, 2010; Jazzar & Algozzine, 2007; Jean-Marie, Ruffin & Burr, 2010), time and 
priority of the work of principals may constrain their efforts to accomplish this work.  
Community schools are increasing in popularity as a model of whole school 
reform addressing the rampant problems currently facing communities (Adams & Jean-
Marie, 2011; Jean-Marie & Curry, 2012).  The community schools concept places 
schools as the “hub” of the community as school-community relationships are 
emphasized (Samberg & Sheeran, 2000).  The community schools approach as a reform 
of urban schools seeks to implement systemic educational change in which partners 
come together to offer a range of supports and opportunities for children, youth, 
families and communities before, during, after school, and during intercession 
(Coalition for Community Schools, 2006).  However, one component conspicuously 
absent from the literature on the Community Schools is the role of the community 
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school coordinator and how this role influences the schools efforts to build school-
community relationships for the purpose of improving the lives of children and families 
in the school community. 
          Statement of Problem 
 The principal plays an essential role in leading and strengthening school and 
community partnerships for the purpose of improved student learning (Hallinger & 
Murphy, 1985; Jazzar & Algozzine, 2007; Leithwood & Duke, 1999).   Charged with 
evaluating curriculum and teacher evaluation processes (Parkay, Hass, & Anctil, 2010), 
engaging in the school’s instructional program (Hallinger, 2005) and being the chief 
operator and administrator of setting clear goals, allocation of resources and monitoring 
teacher evaluations (DiPaola & Hoy, 2008), the principal is challenged in finding a 
balance between managerial and instructional practices that complement and support 
instead of compete with each other (Shellard, 2003).  This take charge approach 
potentially changes as the role of the principal becomes too big for one person alone to 
accomplish.  
           Traditionally, school administrators were not expected to reach out past the 
school building  walls, and therefore many principals do not feel comfortable reaching 
out to the wider community they serve (Fusarelli, 2008).  In the throes of school reform, 
principals are held accountable for students’ academic success, thus raising the pressure 
on school leadership to a critical level (Levine, 2005).   
Educational researchers (Johnson, 2001; Warren, 2005) argue that school-
community collaboration benefit from the support of an intermediary agent such as a 
community school coordinator to help them build relationships with out of school 
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partners.  Personal relationships are fundamental to successful interagency 
collaborations (Fusarelli, 2008; Coleman, 1990; Driscoll & Kerchner, 1999). 
Collaboration occurs only when there is concertive action among partners for sharing of 
resources, expertise, communication and control (Fusarelli, 2008; Wang, Haertel, & 
Walberg, 1995).   Maintaining those relationships take time and energy which school 
personnel may not have to devote to such efforts as they work on improving student 
academic achievement (Fusarelli, 2008; Ravitch, 1998; Johnson, 2001).  Principals may 
not have time to develop relationships with community-based organizations.  Some may 
lack the skill and training to build relationships with non-educational organizations 
(Fusarelli, 2008).  Teachers and school staff are not trained as social workers; therefore 
they may be unable to respond to the needs of disadvantaged students (Dryfoos, 1995; 
Fusarelli, 2008).  In short, school systems are not prepared to meet all the needs of their 
students with existing personnel (Dryfoos, 1995).   
 There is however a general lack of empirical research on the contributions or 
influence of a community school coordinator on the role of the principal in developing 
social networks potentially contributing to improving the lives for children and families 
in the school.  While a community school coordinator is included as a structural 
component of the community schools model (Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011; Jean-Marie 
& Curry, 2012), empirical studies on this role are non-existent.  As such, the community 
school coordinator has not been studied in educational research. 
Statement of Purpose 
Goldring and Hausman (2000) suggest that principals would benefit from a liaison 
to help them build relationships with other community-based agencies.  Goldring and 
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Hausman (2000) found that if principals had additional time they would spend it on 
instructional leadership.   Finding more time in a principal’s day may not contribute to 
building the social network.  Principals must think of leadership as an organization and 
community-wide phenomenon (Johnson, 2001; Pounder, Ogawa, & Adams, 1995) and 
they need to view the role of civic capacity builder as an important part of their work 
(as cited in Fusarelli, 2008). This role reconceptualization will take time.  Fusarelli 
(2008) speculates that principals will need both prodding and support in their efforts to 
collaborate with external agencies.  Principals however, should not be expected to do 
this work alone.  A community school coordinator could help the school to nurture and 
maintain effective relationships with external agencies (Fusarelli, 2008).    
While there is little research on the influence of a community school coordinator on 
the role of the principal in developing social networks, studying the role of the 
community school coordinator contributes to the research.  Studying the role of the 
community school coordinator contributes to the body of research by identifying key 
behaviors and expectations for the intentional outcome of community and school 
efficacy (Traynor, 2002).   It is recognized that social services alone are not enough.   
“It is highly probable that only a combination of interrelated research-based reform 
strategies and collaborative, school-linked social support services will lead to dramatic 
improvements in students’ academic achievement and improved social outcomes for 
disadvantaged children” (Fusarelli, 2008 p. 366).   
This exploratory case study examines the role of the CSC to investigate the 
potential influence of an intermediary agent in developing the relationships between 
school and community for the purpose of improving the lives of children and families in 
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school.  The study contributes to the limited body of research regarding building the 
school social network and the intermediary agent studied in the role of the community 
school coordinator. 
This study examines how the role and responsibilities of the CSC supports 
fostering relationships with parents, teachers, students and the community (i.e. building 
the school social network for the purpose of meeting the academic and social needs of 
children).   
Research Questions 
1.  What is the role and function of the community school coordinator (CSC) in 
developing the social network between the school community to meet the 
academic and social needs of children? 
2. How does the CSC perceive his/her role of fostering the social network to 
connect the school with the community? 
3. In what ways do the CSC bridge relational gaps among families, between 
families and schools, and between school and community organizations for 
continuous school and community improvement? 
4. How does the role of the CSC enable a principal to focus on the operating core 
of teaching and learning? 
Definition of Terms 
Community school coordinator: One of the structural elements of the Community 
School Model, these leaders on the ground are practitioners and community members at 
school sites who know local issues and have the skills to build relationships and connect 
residents to resources and opportunities (Blank et al, p. vi).   
6 
Intermediary agent:  helps schools to maintain focus on their dual goals of high 
student achievement and improved social outcomes for students without putting undue 
burden on school personnel (Fusarelli, 2008) 
Social network:  is defined as the relationships and ties among people contributing to 
“a sustained effort to build and support the cooperative and interdependent relationships 
in a community, woven together but open to allow for ease of access and freedom of 
movement, that are necessary to achieve results (Bailey, 2006, p. 4).   
Social Capital:  “resources embedded in a social structure which are accessed and/or 
mobilized in purposive action” (Lin, 1999, p. 35; Forsyth, Adams, & Hoy, 2011, p. 122) 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Introduction 
 As educators accept the responsibility of educating all children, there is growing 
recognition that schools must work in tandem with communities to maximize their 
collective educational potential (Murphy, Beck, Crawford, Hodges &McGauphy, 2001). 
Growing numbers of students live in poverty, violence, fragmented or non-existent 
families and/or substance abuse (Panasonic Foundation, 2007; Dryfoos, 2005; Barth, 
1990; Elmore & Associates, 1990; Lieberman & Miller, 1990; Newman, 1993; Task 
Force on Education of Young Adolescents, 1989). For school principals today, these at-
home and community issues become school issues.  
However, schools alone cannot assume the responsibility for all that needs to be 
done for students but many are ready to take on that challenge through partnerships with 
communities and agencies (Adelman, 1996).  A challenge schools confront is the ability 
to effectively coordinate efforts between the school and community.  An emerging role 
in schools is that of the community school coordinator who serves as connector (Jordan, 
2006) to develop and sustain relationships and address social and economic barriers to 
learning (Dryfoos, 1995) for children and families in schools. Arguably, the community 
school coordinator not only serves as a connector between the school and community 
but may also be an informal leader who represents the principal in various capacities to 
families and communities.    
Given the limited knowledge on the role of the community school coordinator, 
the literature review examines this emerging role in school through the literature from 
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the Coalition for Community Schools and what Fusarelli (2008) identifies in her 
research on full service programs, an intermediary agent who coordinates resources for 
the school. The review also considers the informal leadership role of the community 
school coordinator who works in conjunction with the principal to develop and sustain 
relationship with internal (i.e., teachers and students) and external (i.e., parents, 
community agents & leaders) constituents to improve student learning and their social 
outcomes (Adelman, 1996; Fusarelli, 2008). Given the increasing accountability 
demands placed on principals, developing and sustaining the relationships with external 
constituents to meet the social and emotional needs of students are hindered.  But the 
community school coordinator may be the lynchpin to addressing this critical need for 
schools. Finally, the review also examines the nature and function of the community 
school coordinator in developing the social network between school and community to 
weave together school and community ties and resources to improve academic and 
social outcomes for children (Adelman, 1996; Fusarelli, 2008).  Through an 
understanding of the community school coordinator’s role, educators and policymakers 
will be able to determine how this emergent role influences the academic and social 
needs of children and families in urban elementary schools.   
Emergence of the Community School Coordinator in Schools 
The emergence of the community school coordinator is linked to the Coalition 
for Community Schools (2006) in which school districts throughout the United States 
have adopted as a school reform.  The philosophy that undergirds the community school 
model is an integrative focus on academics, family support, health and social services, 
and youth and community development (Coalition for Community Schools, 2006).  This 
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fusion leads to improved student learning, stronger families, and healthier communities 
(Coalition for Community Schools, 2006, p. v).  To facilitate the relationship between 
school, families and communities, the community school coordinator is a  school 
personnel or liaison whose responsibilities is to develop and nurture the relationship 
between these constituents.  
The Coalition for Community Schools (2006) describes the work of the 
community school coordinators as: 
. . .the ‘community organizer’ of the school and community. [They] create, 
strengthen, and maintain the bridge between the school and community. 
Community school coordinators facilitate and provide leadership for the 
collaborative process and development of a continuum of services for children, 
families and community members within a school neighborhood (Coalition for 
Community Schools website; retrieved, March 30, 2012 at 
www.communityschools.org 
Further, according to Dryfoos (1999), a full-time community school coordinator works 
in partnership with the principal. This person is responsible for the delivery of an array 
of supports provided by local agency partners and participates on the management team 
for the school. Over time, most community schools consciously integrate activities in 
several areas to achieve the desired results: quality education; positive youth 
development; family support; family and community engagement in decision-making 
and community development (p. 2).  
Calling for restructuring education support services and integrating community 
resources, there is an increased awareness that comprehensive reform models rarely go 
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beyond the scope of school management, curricular and instruction (Adelman, 1996).  
As increased efforts mount from federal, state and local levels, schools are beginning to 
respond to meeting the needs of children, families and communities by opening their 
doors beyond the traditional school day and partnering with local agencies and 
organizations to meet this need (Adelman, 1996; Dryfoos, 1994).  Calling for 
coordinated services and school-linked services in absence of reforming and weaving 
existing school and community resources is simply insufficient in meeting the needs of 
children and families in schools and communities (Adelman, 1996).   However, school 
systems and agencies rarely change the governance structure in order to facilitate this 
work (Dryfoos, 1994).  Exploring how a community school coordinator may influence 
the work between school and communities merits study. 
While the literature on the community school coordinator is sparse, a role that is 
closely aligned is that of an intermediary agent.  An intermediary agent helps schools 
maintain focus on teaching and learning while also improving social outcomes for 
children without placing undue burden on school personnel (Fusarelli, 2008).  
Educational researchers (Johnson, 2001; Warren, 2005) emphasize the importance of an 
intermediary agent to facilitate school-community collaborations.  Citing the 
importance of additional personnel to develop relationships with community-based 
organizations, an intermediary agent can help alleviate the added responsibilities of 
meeting the dual goals of academic achievement and improved social outcomes 
(Fusarelli, 2008).  The importance of this role potentially aids the principal by serving 
as liaison in supporting their efforts to building relationships with partners outside the 
school (Goldring & Hausman, 2000). Given the demands of the principal’s role in 
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school improvement, it is unrealistic to expect that adding more work could be 
navigated simply by expecting them to be better stewards of time management.  Given 
the complexities of their jobs, principals would best utilize their time on teaching and 
learning (Goldring & Hausman, 2000). An intermediary agent offers some relief to the 
complexities of school leadership while paying attention to the benefits of meeting the 
social needs of children and families by working collaboratively with out-of-school 
agencies providing social services (Fusarelli, 2008; Goldring & Hausman, 2000).   
Community School Coordinator as Informal Leader in Schools 
Complexities of a Principal’s Role Necessitates a Shared Leadership Approach 
In schools, the principal is perceived as the formal leader in that he or she 
provides guidance, promotes a shared vision, and manages the instructional program 
(Leithwood & Riehl, 2003).   Balancing leadership and managerial responsibilities are 
challenges for many school leaders today as they navigate work that is increasingly 
more than one person can manage (Lambert, 2002; Leithwood & Riehl, 2003; Portin & 
Knapp, 2011).Various reform initiatives converge on schools (Togneri & Anderson, 
2003; Cawelti & Protheroe, 2001; Massell & Goertz, 2002; Hill & Celio, 1999; Knapp 
et al., 1998) which tasks principals with additional responsibilities to an already full 
plate.  Along with school accountability and re-Authorization of ESEA, together or 
separately, these initiatives have great influence on the work environment of the 
principal and bring with them great complexities (Portin & Knapp, 2011).  Together 
these huge influences potentially inhibit urban school leaders’ efforts to improve 
teaching and learning (Portin & Knapp, 2011).   
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Principals hold a key responsibility however for student learning.  In fact, 
instructional leadership has huge effects on student outcomes (Blasé & Blasé, 2000; 
Goldring et al, 2009; Hallinger, 2011b; Leithwood et al, 2004; Quinn, 2002; Robinson 
et al, 2008a).  Further, “the more leaders focus their relationships, their work, and their 
learning on the core business of teaching and learning, the greater their influence on 
student outcomes” (Brown & Chai, 2012; Robinson et al, 2008a, p. 2).  But, to this end, 
principals must also attend to the social and emotional barriers that hinder students from 
learning.  With the increasing accountability placed on principals for improved student 
academic achievement, requiring them to reach past the school building and into the 
wider community they serve becomes increasingly challenging and may be beyond the 
training and skills some principals possess (Fusarelli, 2008).   
However, given the increasing demands on principals, informal leaders also 
exist to carry out myriad responsibilities associated with the role of a principal (Cuban, 
1987; Murphy, Hallinger & Miller, 1987; Hallinger & Richardson, 1988; Little, Long, 
& Guilkey-Amado, 1986; Little & Long, 1985; Dryfoos. n.d.; Kanter, 1979).  Included 
in the body of research, is the examination of informal leadership roles carried out by 
teachers, administrators, parents, students (Leithwood & Riehl, 2003) and others as 
influential sources of informal leadership in schools.  Recognizing the significance of 
school leadership focused on teacher and learning is vastly important, however, it is 
insufficient for school improvement which includes collaboration with school and non-
school agencies (Leithwood & Riehl, 2003; Adelman, 1996; Blasé & Blasé, 1999).   
The literature is replete with studies on teachers and other role groups who 
engage in leadership with the principal ( Gronn, 2008; Teddlie & Stringfield, 2007; 
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Malen, 1995; Talbert & McLaughlin, 1993; Marks & Printy, 2003; Murphy & Meyers, 
2007; Goodson, Moore, & Hargreaves, 2006; Leithwood, Seashore Louis, Wahlstrom, 
Anderson, Mascall, & Gordon, 2010).  These studies and others represent scholarly 
work on teachers and school reform (Coburn, Choi, & Mata, 2010); social networks, 
trust and school improvement (Moolenaar & Sleegers, 2010); examining social 
networks to enhance learning between and among teachers (Baker-Doyle & Yoon, 2010; 
Daly, 2010) and reform efforts among formal leadership positions (Penuel, Frank & 
Krause, 2010).  Similarly, the community school coordinator as an informal leader 
fulfills important responsibilities associated with working closely with families and 
community, an area often negated because principals are overwhelmed in focusing on 
the challenges inside the school.   
Principal and Community School Coordinator Engaging in Shared Leadership 
Evident in the literature on community schools is a restructuring of leadership 
that places focus on multiple individuals, such as the community school coordinator to 
more effectively address the challenges schools face.  Within the National Coalition of 
Community Schools model, leadership is not only the responsibility of the principal, but 
also others such as parents, teachers, and community members positioned to influence 
the lives of children (Blank, Berg and Melaville, 2006; Community School Coalition, 
2006).  The community school model emphasizes the role of the community school 
coordinator as a cross-boundary leader (Community School Coalition, 2006; Adams, 
2010; Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011; Jean-Marie & Curry, 2012).   
Cross-boundary leadership is defined as a collaborative approach to leadership 
which reaches across structural boundaries and networks to create and enact shared 
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responsibilities among entities which in turn influence the lives of children (Adams, 
2010; Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011; Jean-Marie & Curry, 2012).   As such, boundary-
crossers embrace the understanding that networks are essential to share the 
responsibility of the challenges facing schools and communities of the 21st century 
(Blank, Berg, & Melaville, 2006).  Accordingly, joint participation by school leaders, 
business, government and local organizations play an essential role in non-traditional 
ways to develop the community school model (Peirce & Johnson, 1998).  As cross-
boundary leader, the community school coordinator coordinates the efforts of the 
principal as well as the programs and services that improve the quality of life for 
children and families served by the school (Coalition for Community School, 2006).   
While cross-boundary leadership is an emerging leadership model in the reform 
literature, shared leadership (Lambert, 1998; 2002) more clearly explicates how the 
community school coordinator may work in concert with the principal in this role.  
Through shared leadership, a principal seeks to develop leadership capacity among all 
members of the school community while being fully cognizant that he or she cannot do 
the massive work of school improvement alone (Lambert, 2002).  Leadership as joint 
decision-making or participatory is a foundation for shared influence (Wagner & 
Gooding, 1987).  Practicing leadership from a broad array of role groups and 
stakeholders potentially strengthens the capacity to improve and change practices within 
schools to maximize school performance (Seashore, Leithwood, Wahlstrom, & 
Anderson, 2010).  Sharing common threads with collective leadership (Camburn, 
Rowan & Taylor, 2003; Spillane, Halverson & Diamond, 2001); distributed leadership  
(Gronn, 2002; Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond, 2001) and democratic leadership 
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(Blasé & Blasé, 1999; Woods, 2005; Jean-Marie, Ruffin, & Burr, 2009; Allix, 2000), 
shared leadership  (Lambert, 1998; 2002) is inherent in mutual relationships where 
participants are both shapers of and shaped by one another (Donaldson, 2006; Moller & 
Pankake, 2006).  The one-person model of school leadership fails to develop potentially 
under-developed talents within the school (Lambert, 2002) however; there is lack of 
empirical studies on how the emergent role of the community school coordinator shares 
leadership with the principal.  To better understand how this role may contribute to the 
social and academic needs of children and families, the literature review examines the 
nature and function of the role of the community school coordinator who serves as 
liaison to the principal in developing the relationships between school, families and 
communities to benefit children and families. 
Reconceptualizing How Schools and Community Work Together Through the 
Community School Coordinator 
The relationships connecting schools to other organizations are beneficial; 
however, relationships for the sole purpose of funding or to provide social services do 
not alone result in purposeful action (Forsyth, Adams & Hoy, 2011).  The nature and 
function of the community school coordinator must be purposeful and work in 
conjunction with the principal’s work to maximize the potential benefits of the role.  
Managing new relationships with social agencies that serve children is an important part 
of the role of the community school coordinator (Dryfoos, n.d.; Coalition for 
Community Schools, 2006).  Also important to developing the relationships with social 
agencies is the reconceptualization of how schools and community work together for 
the benefit of children and families.  Beyond the focus of improving instruction and 
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leadership functions of schooling, an expanded vision must include restructure of the 
current system of fragmented, categorical, and specialist-oriented approaches toward a 
comprehensive and cohesive programmatic approach and recognizing that it is primary 
and essential to improving teaching and learning (Adelman, 1996, p. 435). This 
complex work calls for new ways of leading which require principals to balance their 
leadership and managerial responsibilities in ways that move the school and community 
forward (Leithwood & Reihl, 2003; Gardner, 1988).  This work is primed for the 
community school coordinator who works in partnership with the principal (Dryfoos, 
n.d.; Coalition for Community Schools, 2006) and is designed to not only meet the 
educational outcomes for children and families but also to improve social behavior and 
healthy youth development; better family functioning and parental involvement; 
enhanced school and community climate; and access to support services (Dryfoos, n. 
d.).  This work requires people working together as a social network.  Social networks 
in schools are developed through an actor such as a community school coordinator who 
works closely with the principal in spanning the boundary between school, family and 
community (Fusarelli, 2008; Dryfoos, 1995).  How people interact with each other is 
another way of describing social capital (Dekker & Uslaner, 2001) which is discussed in 
the following section and lays out the conceptual framework for the study.   
Building Social Capital through Connection with External Constituents and 
Agencies 
 In schools, the community school coordinator is responsible for developing 
relationships with children, families and communities as liaison to the principal.  As 
such, the community school coordinator works with internal and external constituents 
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and agencies.  Social capital is used as the theoretical lens to better understand the role 
of the community school coordinator functioning to accomplish the work of building 
lasting relationships through the schools social network. 
 Social capital is recognized as “one of the basic functions of social network 
theory” (Daly & Finnigan, 2010, p. 6).  Scholars contend that it is about the value of 
networks, bonding similar people and bridging between diverse people, with norms of 
reciprocity (Dekker & Uslaner, 2001, Uslaner, 2001).  As Fukuyama (1995) noted, 
social capital is an instantiated informal norm that promotes cooperation between two or 
more individuals.  Adler and Kwon (2002) define social capital as ‘the goodwill 
available to individuals or groups.  Its source lies in the structure and content of the 
actor’s social relations.  Its effects flow from the information, influence, and solidarity it 
makes available to the actor’ (p. 23).  Briggs (1998) defines social capital as the 
“specific processes among people and organizations, working collaboratively in an 
atmosphere of trust, that lead to accomplishing a goal of mutual social 
benefit…interactions among people through systems that enhance and support that 
interaction”  (p. 2).  
Defined as a “return on investment” in a system’s social relations, social capital 
allows the resources of other individuals to be accessed, borrowed, or leveraged (Daly 
& Finnigan, 2010, p. 7).  Resources that exist in relations between individuals are 
referred to as “ties”.  Social capital theory therefore suggests that it is the ties between 
individuals in a system that creates a structure that ultimately determines access to 
resources (Burt, 1992; Coleman, 1988, 1990; Granovetter, 1973, 1982; Lin, 2001; 
Putnam, 1995).  Social capital has been associated with a variety of positive outcomes, 
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including access to information, power, and knowledge (Lin, 2001).  In education, 
social capital has been linked to higher educational attainment (Aldridge et al 2002; 
Halpern 2001; Israel et al 2001; Dyk & Wilson, 1999), elevated aspirations (Stanton-
Salazar & Dornbusch, 1995), and increased home-school connections (Horvat, 
Weininger & Laureau, 2003).  Defining relationships that bridge between schools and 
external organizations are important to understanding the functional resources (Portes, 
1998) which can be provided to schools for the intentional purpose of social capital. 
Lin (2001a) defines social capital as resources embedded in one’s social 
network, resources that can be accessed or mobilized through ties in networks.  An actor 
has access to other actors’ resources which may include wealth, power or reputation 
(Lin, 2001a).  It is generally accepted and acknowledged by scholars, that social capital 
is network based (Bourdieu, 1980, 1983/1986; Lin, 1982; Coleman, 1988, 1990; Flap, 
1991; 2001; Burt, 1992; Putnam, 1993, 1995, 2000; Erickson, 1995, 1996).  Social 
capital, defined as resources embedded in networks, serves as a basis to formulate 
theoretical propositions for identifying the sources and the returns of social capital (Lin, 
2008).  
The productive benefits of the term social capital appear to be commonly shared 
among most definitions as they appear in the literature.  Pierre Bourdieu defined the 
first systemic contemporary analysis of social capital as “the aggregate of the actual or 
potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less 
institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition” (Bourdieu, 1985, 
p. 248; 1980).  His definition contributes to a clear understanding that social capital is 
decomposable into two distinct elements: (1) the social relationship itself that allows 
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individuals to claim access to resources possessed by their associates and (2) the 
amount and quality of those resources (Portes, 1998).  Social capital expands admission 
to facilitate actors’ access to economic resources, increased cultural capital through 
experts of refinement or through affiliation with institutions that confer valued 
credentials (Portes, 1998).   
Economist Glen Loury (1977, 1981) presented a concept which captured the 
differential access to opportunities through social connections for minority and 
nonminority youth; however this work has not been expanded to other forms of social 
capital (Portis, 1998).  His work however laid some ground work for Coleman’s work 
on the role of social capital in the creation of human capital (Portis, 1998).  Coleman’s 
definition of social capital included its function as “a variety of entities with two 
elements in common:  (1) consisting of some aspect of social structures and (2) 
facilitating certain action of actors, within the structure” (Coleman, 1988a, p. S98, 1990, 
p. 302).   
Social capital has various definitions and is perhaps best guided by the discipline 
and level of investigation applying this concept (Claridge, 2004).  Much debate occurs 
over the application of the term ‘capital’ thus resulting in difficulty conceptualizing it 
(Claridge, 2004). Pierre Bourdieu, James Coleman and Robert Putnam, among other 
authors and researchers have contributed to the rudimentary conceptualization of this 
complex theory (Claridge, 2004).  This study subscribes to the definition of social 
capital which incorporates the theoretical elements from Loury (1977), (Coleman, 
(1986, 1990), Bourdieu (1985), and Putnam (2000), which affirm that social capital is a 
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set of “resources embedded in a social structure which are accessed and/or mobilized in 
purposive actions” (Lin, 1999, p. 35; Forsyth, Adams,  & Hoy, 2011, p. 122).   
 Sociologists and organizational theorists have examined social capital through 
the internal relations among groups or group members within organizations (Coleman, 
1988, 1990; Hansen, 1999; Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998).  Contrastingly, research in 
business has focused on external relations between organization and important 
stakeholders (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Koka and Prescott, 2002).  Both forms of social 
capital are important predictors of organizational performance (Leana & Phil, 2006).  
Social capital enhances performance at the organizational level among individual 
members and between the organization and its across-boundary stakeholders (Leana & 
Phi, 2006) and referred to respectively as internal social capital and external social 
capital.   
Internal and External Social Capital 
 Structure and content of relationships among actors within a system define the 
concept of internal social capital (Adler & Kwon, 2002).  Structural, relational, and 
cognitive are specified by Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) as three facets of internal social 
capital.  The structural element of internal social capital involves the connections 
among actors such as a community school coordinator in an organization who share 
valuable information to facilitate individual learning in its context.  Accordingly, 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) postulate that with whom and with what frequency actors 
share information create competitive advantages by enhancing the organization’s ability 
to absorb and assimilate knowledge (Leana & Pil, 2006, p. 353).  The relational aspect 
of social capital refers to the development of relationship that is sustained over time 
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based on ongoing interactions (Nahapiet & Ghosha, 1998).  A key attribute of this is the 
level of trust among actors to facilitate collaborative behaviors and collective action in 
the absence of explicit mechanisms to foster and reinforce such behaviors (Coleman, 
1990; Onyx & Bullen, 2000).  As noted by Leana & Pil (2006), members who trust one 
another are more likely to exchange sensitive information that is not available to others 
outside the circle of trust (p. 354).  This level of trust fosters a collaborative 
environment in which exchange of information can benefit both the individual and the 
organization (Bradach & Ecclees, 1989).   
A final property of internal social capital is the cognitive aspect. As individuals 
interact with one another through collective purpose, they are likely to develop shared 
understanding and vision and, establish common goals for the organization.  Nahapiet & 
Ghoshal (1998) call this the cognitive dimension of social capital in which the 
integration of shared vision and goals, and collective values promote a sense of shared 
responsibility and collective action (Coleman, 1990).  In schools, when school 
members, internal and external, hold this collective sense of purpose and goals, social 
capital may substitute for contractual agreements, incentives, and monitoring systems 
that exist in organizations to control individual behaviors which may counter attainment 
of collective goals (Leana & Pil, 2006).  To fully capture its effect, the antecedents of 
social capital – structural, relational, and cognitive must work together to enhance 
information transmission among members which may result in enhancing 
organizational performance.   
While internal social capital alone may not enhance organizational performance 
(Leana & Pil, 2006), access to external information and resources is critical to social 
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capital (Burt, 2000).  External linkages open access to external providers of valuable 
resources such as suppliers and alliances (Leana & Pil, 2006).  In schools, through the 
position of a community school coordinator, having access to suppliers and alliances 
increases the resources schools need to better serve the need of children and families 
which often are beyond what schools can do without external support. External social 
capital which can be obtained via external ties, according to Heller and Firestone (1995) 
are important to organizations in obtaining resources such as funding and personnel.  
Social capital is not synonymous with social network alone, but it is the resources that 
are created by the existence and character of those links such as information sharing and 
trust (Adler & Kwon, 2002, Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998) which contribute to the 
actualization of social capital.  Given the integrative approach of internal and external 
social capital, its relationship to social network merits consideration to understand how 
it operates in organizations such as schools. 
Social Networks Building Social Capital  
 Citing the importance of creating something new and different such as networks 
of shared responsibility, Gardner (1988) suggests that leadership should enjoin others to 
become comfortable with change and develop ways to share common values where 
stakeholders trust each other and develop a sense of mutual responsibility for the future.  
The community school model offers students, families and community residents a 
common place to interact and build social capital (Blank, Berg, & Melaville, 2006, p. 1) 
which is a result of social networking. 
There are a variety of types of social capital, or results, produced by effective 
social networks.  Bridging ties focus on external relations while bonding or linking ties 
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focus on internal relations (Woolcock, 1998; Bailey, 2006; Jordan, 2006).  Within 
informal networks, the close social relationships that forms with family and/or friends 
create bonding ties.  These ties lead to bonding social capital that not only bring people 
closer together, but helps them get by, providing emotional support or informal child 
care.  Relevant to this study is the bridging tie which is established between people in 
generalized and institutional networks.  These ties, which are established mainly 
through a community school coordinator, lead to the formation of bridging social 
capital that connects people to resources across networks and may make the resources 
that exist in one network accessible to members of another (Bailey, 2006).  Bridging 
social capital enables people to “get ahead” for example by providing job referrals, job 
counseling and training, child care, and transportation to work and appointments and 
helping them find solutions to obstacles and problems affecting their lives (Bailey, 
2006; Fusarelli, 2008; Kirst & Kelley, 1995; Wang, Haertel, & Walbert, 1995).   
Social capital created by bridging ties—helping people extend beyond their 
immediate circle to connect to a broader range of resources and opportunities—can 
open doors necessary for success (Bailey, 2006).  Positive results of social capital 
generated by social networks can be an important bridge to connecting families to 
needed resources and opportunities outside of the neighborhood and by promoting 
common causes and collective goals for advocacy or social action (Carter & Hyleck, 
2003; Briggs, 1998 as cited in Jordan, 2006, p. 16). 
In schools, the function of social network is premised on establishing close ties 
and trust among people within a network to heighten the possibilities of achieving 
collective ends (Warren, 2005). According to Warren, Thompson, and Saegert (2001) 
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mobilizing the social capacities of the school may be even more powerful than 
achieving educational goals because it empowers people to utilize available assets and 
mobilize these social relationships to lobby for greater resources (p. 136).  Social ties 
through the network connect people to opportunities.   Granovetter (1985) suggests that 
social ties connect individuals to opportunities as a consequence of the resources 
embedded within interpersonal relationships. 
Social network can expand access to resources and opportunities (i. e. social 
capital) for public schools and school-community partnerships.  Conditions within and 
outside the school itself are critically important and provide access to additional 
networks which are foundational in the interactions among in-school and out-of-school 
boundary spanning leaders (potentially the CSC) who intentionally work with all 
stakeholders to create the school social network (Fusarelli, 2008; Johnson, 2001; Kirst, 
1991; Dryfoos, 1994; Kirst & Kelley, 1995; Wang, Haertel, & Walberg, 1995).   
In community schools, the relationships connecting schools to other 
organizations are beneficial; however, relationships for the sole purpose of funding or to 
provide social services are insufficient for purposeful action (Forsyth et al, 2011).  The 
connectedness of the relationships within the social network of schools is fundamental 
to influence the needs of the school community.  This connection may be mediated by 
the emergent role of the community school coordinator acting on behalf of the school 
and community. 
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Social Networks in Schools: Community School Coordinator Fostering School and 
Community Ties 
In schools, the function of networks is premised on establishing relationships 
and trust among people within and outside the school to heighten the possibilities of 
achieving collective ends (Warren, 2005).  The network between school and community 
can expand access to resources and opportunities for the purpose of school-community 
partnerships.  The community school coordinator serves to cultivate conditions within 
and outside the school itself which is critically important and provide access to 
additional networks which are foundational in the interactions among in-school and out-
of-school boundary-spanning leaders.  The community school coordinator intentionally 
works with all stakeholders to create the school social network (Fusarelli, 2008; 
Johnson, 2001; Kirst, 1991; Dryfoos, 1994; Kirst & Kelley, 1995; Wang, Haertel, & 
Walberg, 1995) which is inherent upon relationship building.   
Social networks are defined by people and relationships among and between 
them.  By collaborative work, people in and outside organizations can draw upon a 
broad range of resources and expertise of other organizational members in the network 
resulting in an improvement in health and well-being of community members 
(Chisholm 1998; Provan & Milward, 2001).  In addition, community schools address 
beyond educational reform in ways that enhance a community’s economic, social and 
environmental development, thereby influencing more people and creating public value 
(Moore, 1995).  When crossing disciplinary boundaries, there is increasing interest in 
the study of social networks in schools which contribute to understanding outcomes for 
youth, social cohesion and civic engagement (Coalition for Community Schools, 2006).  
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For schools, understanding how these relationships and ties (social networks) among 
people inside and outside the school collectively contribute to improved quality of life 
for the children and families merits attention. 
Three social network definitions are presented to situate the focus of the current 
study.  Wasserman and Faust (1994) define social networks as “consisting of a finite set 
or sets of actors and the relation or relations defined on them (p. 20).  Jordan (2006) 
defines social network as “a set of people, organizations, or other social entities 
connected by a set of social relationships” (p. 9).  Lastly, and for the purpose of this 
study, social network is defined as “a sustained effort to build and support the 
cooperative and interdependent relationships in a community” (such as a school) “that 
are necessary to achieve results” (Baily, 2006. p .4).   
In considering the role of the CSC in schools, social network provides a lens to 
understand the network between school, community and services in school reform.  The 
ability to engage in educational change depends on the capacity of the actors within the 
system to do the work of the reform (Daly, 2010).  Accordingly Daly (2010) states that 
knowledge, skills, expertise, and attitude represent some of the relational resources 
required to develop, engage and sustain change (p. 264).   
The community school coordinator is potentially evolving as weaver and 
connector (Jordan, 2006; Fusarelli, 2008).  While a connector will often stop at simply 
introducing people to each other, a weaver will take the time to build relationships and 
learn about a family’s interests, skills, and needs with the intent to encourage more than 
one connection to the network (Plastrik & Taylor, 2004).  Importantly, this community 
school coordinator serves to develop reciprocal relationships that are mutually 
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advantageous to the school, families, and the community at large (Blank, Berg, 
Melaville, 2006).  The community school coordinator works to bring resources to the 
hub (i.e. school) which is described as a focal point for network connectivity and 
activity (Plastrik & Taylor, 2004).  These are places where families come to get specific 
needs met but also tap into networks that may lead to other opportunities to use their 
skills and talents.   
 As an example for how a community school coordinator may work, this role 
becomes the steward of the network and is charged with assuring cultural inclusion, 
attending cultural barriers, engaging people in actively voicing what they think, and 
creating opportunities for interaction while forming relationships that facilitate this 
work (Jordan, 2006, p. 25).  This role then, when applied to schools, becomes the 
potential intermediary agent (Fusarelli, 2008) working with the principal and 
community to move schools beyond programmatic changes to major systemic reform.  
While this study does not incorporate social network theory or analysis, it seeks to 
examine how social networks may relate to forming the relationships and connections 
essential to building the schools network for the purpose of developing relationships 
between school and community.   
In summary, within social network, a network weaver is a leader, one who takes 
an active role in creating new relationships and interactions to purposefully influence 
the work of the organization and the community (Krebs and Holley, 2002-05; Jordan, 
2006).  In the context of school leadership, the traditional role of the principal does not 
include the expansive responsibilities to navigate internal and external controls alone.  
Consideration of the complexities of the expanded responsibilities of the principal 
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should be given in light of implications for school governance and job alignment.  
Transitioning this role can potentially lead to a healthy community which is a result of 
effective collaboration emphasizing that this work is not the sole role of one individual 
but rather the sum of many working for a common purpose to benefit the entire 
community (Jordan, 2006).  Similarly this work, performed in schools, potentially 
weaves a social network to help children and families live better lives.  Heightened 
external control and the exhaustive responsibilities placed on schools (Bennet & Hansel, 
2008), have expanded the role of the principal beyond traditional job descriptions and 
responsibilities (Shipps, 2008; Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011; Jean-Marie & Curry, 2012).  
These leaders and the organizations they lead are influenced by their ability to share 
leadership and to lead across boundaries both within and outside the school. 
Connecting Across Boundaries  
The community school coordinator, as leader in the middle within the 
community school model, works in concert and across boundaries to develop 
partnerships collaboratively working together to influence the lives of all children 
(Adams, 2008; Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011; Jean-Marie & Curry, 2012).  The 
connectedness of the relationships within the schools is fundamental to influence the 
needs of the school community.  This connection may be mediated by the emergent role 
of the community school coordinator acting on behalf of the school.  The community 
school coordinator operates as a “connector and weaver” similar to what occurs within 
social network (Jordan, 2006).  Further, the community school coordinator potentially 
connects families with teachers, families with essential resources and services, and the 
school with community resources and opportunities (Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011).   
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In the community school model, community leaders operate like “portals or 
doorways” in the social network; in that these community members provide access to 
resources and opportunities through their social ties with other individuals and 
organizations (Jordan, 2006; Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011).  The community school 
coordinator potentially serves as the intermediary agent to the principal in building the 
network between school, community, and agencies.  In the community school literature, 
this role is idiosyncratic to the schools they serve.   However, to better understand how 
this role may contribute to the social and academic needs of children, this study draws 
on the community school coordinator who potentially serves as liaison to the principal 
in developing the relationships benefiting children and families.  
Building Relationship 
 In response to the increasing demands of the principal, emerging in some 
schools is the community school coordinator who seeks to build the relationships 
between school and community.  In particular, this CSC garners resources and services 
to meet the social and academic needs of children while enabling the principal to devote 
time to teaching and learning (Coalition for Community Schools, 2006).  Evolving as a 
weaver and connector (Jordan, 2006; Fusarelli, 2008), the CSC is responsible for 
developing relationships.  While a connector will often stop at simply introducing 
people to each other, a weaver will take the time to build relationships and learn about 
family’s interests, skills, and needs with the intent to encourage more than one 
connection to the network (Plastrik & Taylor, 2004).   
 This CSC works to bring resources to the hub (i. e. school) which is described as 
a focal point for network connectivity and activity (Plastrik & Taylor, 2004).  These are 
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places where families come to get specific needs met but also tap into networks that 
may lead to other opportunities to use their skills and talents.   
 As an example of how a CSC may build relationships, this role becomes the 
steward of the network and is charged with assuring cultural inclusion, attending 
cultural barriers, engaging people in actively voicing what they think, and creating 
opportunities for interaction while forming relationships that facilitate this work 
(Jordan, 2006, p. 25).  Relationships are built on trust.  As such, these informal leaders, 
community school coordinators must be able to unite individuals in collaborative action 
to build relationships that promote trust and communication between families and 
schools (Leithwood & Riehl, 2003).  The need to collaborate among many sectors is not 
the sole responsibility of one person and is complex work which focuses on ways to 
improve the lives for children and families in the school community.  
Fostering Collaboration 
The role of the principal further evolves into one of collaborator characterized 
by the ability to bring diverse groups together to work across multiple and sometimes 
conflicting accountabilities.  While school leaders (i.e. the principal) attempt to improve 
student learning, the political, bureaucratic market, professional and moral 
accountabilities often become conflicting demands on the job of the leader (Firestone & 
Riehl, 2005).  Leadership for the purpose of developing social networks serve as a 
connecting role (Bailey, 2006) and serves as a leader, weaver and connector whose 
responsibility is to the network.   
Collaboration occurs only when there is concertive action among partners for 
sharing of resources, expertise, communication and control (Fusarelli, 2008; Wang, 
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Haertel, & Walberg, 1995).  Personal relationships are paramount to successful 
interagency collaborations (Fusarelli, 2008; Coleman, 1990; Driscoll & Kerchner, 
1999).  Maintaining those relationships takes time and energy which school personnel 
may not have to devote to such efforts as they work on improving student academic 
achievement (Fusarelli, 2008; Ravitch, 1998; Johnson, 2001).  However, the CSC is 
positioned to develop relationships with community-based organizations and needs the 
skill and training to build relationships with non-educational organizations (Fusarelli, 
2008).  Simply stated, school systems are not prepared to meet all the needs of their 
students with existing personnel (Dryfoos, 1995) but a CSC seeks to fill that gap in 
schools.  As this applies to school leaders, it becomes critical that the community school 
coordinator emerges as a leader who is able to develop coalitions engaging all 
stakeholders.   
Spanning Boundaries 
Widely recognized as a detriment to student success in schools is the fact that 
students cannot learn well if they lack the basic essentials in life such as adequate 
housing, health care, nutrition, safe and secure environments or if their parents lack the 
adequate employment to meet the families’ needs (Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997, 
Panasonic Foundation, 2007; Dryfoos, 1995).  When community-development 
organizations work collaborative with schools and communities to support the social 
and economic health of families and communities (Briggs & Mueller, 1997), 
developing these networks across boundaries (i. e. school and community) takes on a 
holistic approach to impact the quality of life for the whole child (Warren, 2005).  Out- 
of-school agencies, businesses, faith-based, political and governmental agencies 
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collectively help meet the needs of the entire family within the school and school 
community (Fusarelli, 2008).    Leadership expands beyond the typical school 
community to enjoin others for purposeful action (Lin, 2001).  This spanning 
boundaries approach enjoins others in the development of the whole child beyond the 
child’s cognitive abilities (Blank, Melaville & Shah, 2003, 2006; Coalition for 
Community Schools, n.d.; Jean-Marie, et al, 2010).   
Identifying barriers to establishing competency as a boundary-spanner requires 
identification of specific factors or conditions that influence the success or failure of 
collaborative encounters such as shared vision, communication or teamwork (Williams 
2002).  Challis, Fuller, Henwood, Klein, Plowden, Webb, Whittingham, and Wistow 
(1988) emphasize key characteristics of flexibility (Williams, 2002) as an essential 
element of collaboration within the network.  Developing the network between schools 
and communities for a common purpose supports the concept of leading across 
boundaries which include building coalitions between school and community.  In 
schools, the CSC develops as builder of the social network and builder of coalitions 
between school and community.   
Collaborative partnerships between school and community benefit from strong 
leadership whose skills and talents facilitate shared decision making (Leithwood, 
Seashore Louis, Wahlstrom, Anderson, Mascall & Gordon, 2010).  Further, Goldring 
and Sims (2005) affirm “that cooperative inter-organizational relationships can take 
firm root and flourish under an innovative leadership structure that is grounded in 
principles of shared power and shared learning” (p. 223).  Fostering democratic inter-
organizational relationships can be mediated by a boundary spanner determined to 
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develop successful partnership structures (Goldring & Sims, 2005).  Further, schools 
play an important part in assuring that parents are skilled in productively participating 
in their child’s education (Epstein & Dauber, 1991).   
The Influence of the CSC on Sustaining the School-Community Network 
For real reform to occur, according to Crowson and Boyd (1996), there must be 
a concerted strategy in which schools play an active role in the empowerment and 
economic revitalization of their communities (as cited in Fuserelli, 2008, p. 360).  
Attempting  to reform urban schools while the community surrounding them 
deteriorates seems senseless (Warren, 2005).  Urban schooling and its future is linked to 
community reform beyond the efforts of improved housing, safety, and economic 
development initiatives (Halpern, 1995).  Welding together fragmented health and social 
services with educational systems in hopes of reducing the fragmentation of existing 
service systems for families is highly essential (Kahn & Kammerman, 1992).  Critically 
noted is the overemphasis on providing services for individuals as this is an ineffective 
strategy for addressing the full range of issues causing poor academic performance, 
dropouts, gang violence, teen pregnancy, substance abuse, racial conflicts and a plethora 
of challenges facing the nation (Adelman, 1996).    
Calling for policy changes that produce desired student outcomes proponents 
insist on an expanded vision that moves beyond restructuring instructional and 
management functions and “recognize a third primary and essential set of functions is 
involved in enabling teaching and learning” (Adelman, 1996, p. 435).  Adelman (1996) 
calls for restructuring education support services and programs to move this agenda 
forward as it removes fragmented, categorical, and specialist-oriented approaches 
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toward a comprehensive and cohesive programmatic approach and lastly it moves the 
agenda to primary and essential focus (p. 435).  Additionally schools are expected to 
respond to the increasing demands of operating longer hours in order to teach students 
what they need to learn (Dryfoos, 1999).   
As such, in schools the emergent role of a community school coordinator may 
be the response to such a critical role in developing the relationship between school and 
community for the specific intention of building relationships and developing the social 
network of services beyond social services for children and families in schools.  
Furthermore, this study examines the community school coordinator whose 
responsibility it might be to elicit others for the specific intention of building the 
school’s social network.  Understanding how these programs (i.e. coordinated services, 
school-linked services, before, during and after-school extended time, etc.) function in 
conjunction with the school’s social network for intentional purpose and how and in 
what ways the community school coordinator builds the social network can provide 
needed information to policy makers, educators, and service providers.  
Further, leadership inclusive of sponsors, champions, boundary spanners, and 
facilitators are considered important to the operation of organizations through clearly 
defined structures and processes (Huxham and Vangen, 2005, p. 202-12) yet very little 
has been written that would guide replication of those effective practices.  In schools, 
other leaders and roles (i.e, actors) possibly serve to create and build linkages among 
social entities.  Research is still needed that would contribute to policy makers 
understanding how or when government, business, nonprofits, media and communities 
cross-sector collaborations could benefit the organization or community (Bryson, 
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Crosby & Stone, 2006).  Likewise research is needed to guide, design and implement 
such collaborations that would lead to creating social networks providing resources 
beyond social services for the purpose of influencing the academic and social needs of 
children and families in schools. 
In considering the role of the CSC in schools, these informal leaders share the 
responsibility of school leadership as an intermediary agent with the principal by 
forming relationships within and outside the school.  This CSC works with the principal 
to address the academic and social needs of children.  They potentially foster the 
school’s social network to connect the school with the community and bridge relational 
gaps among families and schools for the purpose of improving the school and the 
academic and social needs of children and families. 
Summary 
In schools, other leaders and roles are considered essential to building relations 
especially with non-school entities (Gardner, 1988; Peirce & Johnson, 1998).  These 
cross-sector collaborations (Crosby & Bryson, 2005) include sponsors and champions 
(Crosby & Bryson 2005a), weavers (Kreb & Holley, 2002-05; Jordan, 2006), connectors 
(Jordan, 2006), boundary-crossing leaders (Peirce & Johnson, 1998; Coalition for 
Community Schools, 2006); conveners (Gray, 1989; Waddock, 1986) who hold 
authority, prestige and have access to resources 
 Relationships are important and they do matter.  The weaver connects people 
and resources in a meaningful way by collaborating and sharing resources with one 
another.  Similarly, schools serve as the hub in the community schools model (Coalition 
for Community Schools, 2006), while the role of the community school coordinator 
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emerges as “weaver”, “convener”, intermediary agent (Fusarelli, 2008), liaison to the 
principal within and outside of the school building and serves an important role in the 
development of the relationships  between the school, families and community. 
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Chapter 3 
Research Method 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to explore how an intermediary agent, studied in 
the role of a Community School Coordinator, contributes to building the school’s social 
network.  In this study, social network is defined as “a sustained effort to build and 
support the cooperative and interdependent relationships in a community…that are 
necessary to achieve results” (Baily, 2006, p. 4).  Social networks are defined by people 
and relationships among and between them.  By collaborative work, people in and 
outside organizations can draw upon a broad range of resources and expertise of other 
organizational members in the network resulting in an improvement of health and well-
being of community members (Chisholm, 1998; Provan & Milward, 2001).  
 In schools, social networks are the relationships and ties among people inside 
and outside the school who collectively contribute to improved quality of life for 
children and families.  There is little research on the contributions or influence of an 
intermediary agent (i. e. community school coordinator) on developing social networks 
in schools for the purpose of helping children and families lead better lives.  The 
methods section presents an overview of the research design, sampling strategy, data 
collection, data analysis, and an overview of participants. 
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Research Design 
Considering the descriptive nature of this study, qualitative methods were 
employed to describe how the Community School Coordinators (CSC) helps to develop 
the school social network for the purpose of meeting the academic and social needs of 
children and families in the school community.  Using qualitative methods allow for in-
depth exploration of phenomena with a specified context and as experienced by 
participants (Yin, 2009; Patton, 2002; Gibbs, 2007; Miles & Huberman, 1994).  
Qualitative research method was appropriate for this study as it promoted a deep 
understanding of the role of the CSC from the perspective of research participants 
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2008) with an emphasis on exploration, discovery, and 
description (p. 7-8).   
Specifically, this exploratory case study (Yin, 2009) examined the role and 
patterns of interaction of two Community school Coordinators to better understand to 
what extent this role served as an intermediary agent working to develop the school 
social network in two urban elementary schools.  Additionally, the principals and CSI 
Director served to inform the role and patterns of interaction of the CSC for the purpose 
of meeting the academic and social needs of children.  A case study is an empirical 
inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life 
context, especially when the boundaries between the phenomenon and context are not 
clearly evident (Yin, 2009, p. 18).  For example, in this study, the role of the community 
school coordinator is studied by examining their work within the context of the 
community school.  Case study allows for responses to “how” and “why” questions 
through analyzing explanation and description of individual experiences (Leedy & 
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Ormrod, 2005; Yin, 2009; Hancock & Algozzine, 2006; Swanborn, 2010).  Questions 
responding to “what” are likely to be the nature of an exploratory case study (Yin, 
2009).   
The following research questions guided the exploration of the role and 
influence of the Community School Coordinator on developing the school social 
network for the purpose of meeting the needs of children and families: 
Research Questions 
1.  What is the role and function of the community school coordinator in 
developing the social network between the school and community to meet the 
academic and social needs of children? 
2. How does the CSC perceive his/her role of fostering the social network to 
connect the school with the community? 
3. In what ways do the CSC bridge relational gaps among families, between 
families and schools, and between school and community organizations for 
continuous school and community improvement? 
4. How does the role of the CSC enable a principal to focus on the operating core 
of teaching and learning? 
Purposeful Sampling Strategy 
Purposeful sampling was used to identify participants for the study.  Participants 
were chosen for the study because they were “information rich” with respect to the 
phenomenon of interest (Morse, 1989; Kuzel, 1992; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 
2001; Creswell, 2006; Bloomberg & Volpe, 2008).  Five participants were chosen 
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because of their role within the context of community schools in this urban district and 
because of their longevity in the community schools they serve.    
The participants were the Community School Coordinators (CSC) and principals 
in two Title I Community schools and the Director of the Community Schools Initiative 
(CSI).  These two community schools were chosen because they were identified as 
being “mentoring” or “sustaining” as classified in the Four Levels of Community 
School Development (Adams, 2010; Coalition for Community Schools, n.d.; Children’s 
Aid Society, n.d.).  A mentoring level community school is defined as aligning the 
community school vision with programs, services, and opportunities around shared 
results thorough integrated school/community partnerships (Adams, 2010; Coalition for 
Community Schools, n.d.; Children’s Aid Society, n.d.).  A sustaining level community 
school is defined as embracing the philosophy of community schools throughout the 
school and the broader community (Adams, 2010; Coalition for Community Schools, 
n.d.; Children’s Aid Society, n.d.).   
Of the twelve Title I Community Schools in this district, these two schools were 
the only two community schools retaining the same principal and Community Schools 
Coordinator for a period of at least 5 years.  Other Title I Community Schools in the 
area had recently experienced changes in their principal’s assignment or re-assignment 
and/or did not have a community school coordinator for a period of five years.  During 
the course of this research, one of the principals of the two community schools studied 
and the Director of the Community Schools Initiative retired.  However, given that the 
principal and the Director of the Community Schools Initiative had recently retired less 
than a year, they had insight into the role and influence of the CSC and served to 
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contribute to this study.  A new principal for that school has been hired while the 
Community School Coordinator remained at the school.   
Data Collection 
The purposely selected Community School Coordinators, school principals, and 
Director of the CSI served to inform the research questions.  Upon the Institutional 
Review Board’s (IRB) approval, contact was made inviting each participant to the 
study.  Letters of support and consent forms were an approved part of the IRB process 
and are included in Appendix A .   
Multiple sources of data were collected as part of triangulation  and for the 
purpose of increasing the confidence and credibility of findings (Creswell, 2007; Yin, 
2003, Anfara, Brown, Mangione, 2002; Miles & Huberman, 1994).  Using a case-study 
approach (Yin, 2009), data collection included initial and follow-up interviews, 
document analysis, and observations.   
Individual, in depth interviews with the Community School Coordinators in two 
Title I Community Schools, the Director of the Community Schools Initiative (CSI) and 
the principals of the two community schools were conducted.  In-depth interviews 
permitted the interviewees to share their perspectives about events and the nature of 
their roles much like guided conversations (Yin, 2009).  Pursuing a consistent line of 
inquiry, the interview allowed my stream of questions in this case study interview to be 
more fluid and less rigid (Rubin & Rubin, 1995).  The in-depth interview facilitated the 
interviewees sharing facts as well as their perspectives regarding their experiences and 
events as well as sharing other sources of evidence (Yin, 2009).   
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Each in-depth interview was a minimum of 90 minutes in duration for each 
participant. Participants decided the date, time and place convenient for the interview as 
well as providing privacy and confidentiality as deemed appropriate.  Initial interviews 
were conducted on the college campus as per participant’s decision.   
Case study protocols were created to guide the study (Yin, 2009).  Case study 
protocols included an introduction and purpose of the study, data collection plan, 
interview questions, personal reminders to probe with certain questions during the 
interview and reminders to conduct certain interview procedures (Yin, 2009; Hancock 
& Algozzine, 2006).  As an example, prior to the beginning of the initial interviews, a 
telephone call was made to each prospective participant, requesting their consent to 
participate in my study.  A formal letter of support and agreement to being a part of the 
study was signed by the principal of each campus and the district superintendent and 
submitted to the IRB office for approval.  Following this telephone call, and after IRB 
approval, a verbal recruitment script was used when approaching the participants which 
again introduced the study to the participant.  
After approval of the IRB, each participant was asked to read and sign the 
informed consent form agreeing in writing to participate in my research study and to 
being audio-taped.  The general interview guide outlined a set of questions and issues 
corresponding to the research questions to be explored with each participant before 
interviewing began (Yin, 2009; Patton, 2002).  This guide ensured the relevant topics 
were addressed in order to address the research questions.  Research questions approved 
by the IRB were used to guide the interviews (see Appendix B).   
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In-depth interviews focused on the participants’ knowledge and experience 
toward the role of the community school coordinator (Yin, 2009; Patton, 2002).  
Further, the in-depth interview(s) allowed for exploration of the role of the community 
school coordinator in developing the social network between the school and community 
to meet the academic and social needs of children.  The follow-up telephone interviews 
focused on clarifying any vague interpretations and to probe deeper into findings that 
gave insights to the phenomenon under study. 
Following each interview, audio recordings were electronically submitted to 
WordZxpressed for transcription services.  The interviews were transcribed verbatim 
within 5 business days.  Transcriptions were reviewed by each participant and verified 
for accuracy in transcription and interpretation.  This member checking was essential to 
verifying that I captured the participants’ viewpoints accurately through my data 
collection, analytic categories, interpretations and conclusions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; 
Leedy & Ormrod, 2005;Creswell, 2006).  Participants interviewed are identified by a 
pseudonym. 
A follow-up interview by telephone was conducted when clarifying questions 
occurred.  One follow-up telephone interview was conducted with each participant.  
Responses to follow-up questions were loosely transcribed next to the corresponding 
question requiring clarification.   
Observations 
Observations of school and community events with the Community School 
Coordinator and students and teachers/staff, and meetings with community partners 
were conducted.  Two site team meetings conducted by the CSC were observed at 
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Angelo Elementary.  One neighborhood revitalization meeting was also attended at 
Angelo Elementary.  One campus visit was attended and one school/community 
Thanksgiving turkey dinner distribution was attended at Bryce Elementary.   One 
Community Schools Implementation Team meeting was attended.  An Observation Tool 
Protocol was used (see Appendix C) to capture descriptive notes which were detailed, 
chronological notes I was able to see, hear and which occurred during the observation 
including capturing the physical setting (Creswell, 2002; Bogden & Biklen, 2007). 
 As the researcher, I served as the primary instrument for data collection 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1998; Patton, 1990).  An advantage of being the 
primary instrument for data collection allowed the timely collection and processing of 
data as soon as it was available and for any unexpected responses to be further explored 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
Document Collection 
 As part of the document analysis, a personal profile and school profile was 
obtained to provide background and context information relative to the participants and 
within the community schools context.  The CSC participants discussed their 
educational and professional experiences  leading to their hire as a CSC during the 
interview process.  The primary use of documents and site and community meeting 
visits was to confirm and enhance as evidence the in-depth interview responses (Yin, 
2009; Hancock & Algozzine, 2006; Bogden & Biklen, 2007).  The documents and 
artifacts enabled me to obtain information about the participants “behaviors, experience, 
beliefs, knowledge, and values, and perceptions” (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1996, p. 137).   
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Further, document analysis served as a research tool to examine documentation 
of school schedules, community events and logs of interaction with stakeholders both 
within and outside the school.  Documents collected and analyzed for this study 
included, meeting agendas, minutes of meetings, action plans, a parent survey, 
community meeting announcements and school calendars.  Specific documents 
collected included a community invitation to the Neighborhood Revitalization meeting 
in the Angelo community, an overview of the neighborhood revitalization project, site 
team meeting agendas for Angelo Elementary, a parent survey from Bryce Elementary, 
a CSI management team meeting agenda, a Community Schools Implementation Team 
meeting and a proposal for the continued development of community schools in this 
district. 
Documents gathered were a result of specific requests, responses to questions 
and meetings regarding the role of the community school coordinator in building the 
school’s social network (Clark, 1967; Hancock & Algozzine, 2006).  For example, if the 
CSC indicated that a site team meeting was being held, I asked if I could attend the 
meeting.  From the meeting, I retrieved documents from the meeting.  Documents and 
artifacts relative to the seven components of the community school were also gathered 
in the data collection process when available.  The community school subscribes to 
seven core components as essential to the development of a community school.   These 
seven components are (1) Early care and learning, (2) Health / health education, (3) 
Mental health / social services, (4) Youth development / out-of-school time, (5) Family / 
community engagement, (6) Neighborhood development and (7) Lifelong learning.  
These seven components were included and stated on retrieved documents, interviews 
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and electronically.  In sum, documents were retrieved from attended meetings, shared 
by the CSC, CSI or principal and retrieved electronically from the internet.   
Data Analysis   
Data analysis includes inductive analysis of interview transcripts, and 
documents to look for patterns and emergent themes (Patton, 2002, Anfara et al, 2002).  
Codes were used to retrieve and organize data to enable and derive meaning (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994; Gibbs, 2007).  Codes were based on the tenants of social networks 
and the research questions.  “Codes are tags or labels for assigning units of meaning to 
the descriptive or inferential information compiled during the study (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994, p. 56).  Codes were attached to “chunks” of words, phrases, sentences 
or whole paragraphs connected or unconnected to a specific setting (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994).   
The reoccurring words, phrases, sentences or excerpts were color coded within a 
Microsoft document.  Codes were continuously examined and re-examined and 
organized throughout the process (Patton, 2002; Yin, 2003) to reduce the probability of 
premature conclusions.  As an example, reoccurring words and themes such as network, 
reciprocal, shared leadership and cross boundary leadership, partnership, trust, and 
relationships were prevalent in the interviews.  After organizing the transcriptions, the 
written field notes were categorized based on common themes.  For example, 
relationships, trust and social networks were collapsed to form one category labeled 
relationships.   
Meaning was derived from the significance of the words, phrases, or sentences 
given its context (Bliss, Monk, and Ogborn, 1983; Miles & Huberman, 1994).  The 
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“chunks” were categorized to enable me to quickly find, pull out and cluster segments 
relating to social networks and my specific research questions (Miles & Huberman, 
1994).  Clustering and display of chunks helped establish the drawing conclusions 
section (Miles & Huberman, 1994).   
Descriptive codes were detailed and required little interpretation while pattern 
codes led to inferential and explanatory findings (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  For 
example, several “chunks” referred to relationships and communication being important 
for the CSC while also inferring that without trust those relationships would not develop 
for the benefit of children and families. 
 I wrote comprehensive summaries regarding each participant’s individual 
response to each research question.  Secondly, I compiled a comprehensive summary of 
all participants’ responses to each question.  A table was created that organized all the 
codes/themes emerging from the displayed data and from the individual narratives to 
prepare for cross-case analysis (see Appendix E).  The letter X was displayed in the cell 
if a particular theme or code was identified by a participant.  This revealed similarities 
and differences among the participants’ responses.  Analysis of the themes further 
revealed significant and sub-themes as they emerged.  When inter-related themes 
occurred, some were coded and re-coded or collapsed within a dominant theme (Miles 
& Huberman, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Strauss, 1987).  For example, the theme of 
social network and relationship were collapsed into relationships as it became evident 
that the relationships fostered the development of the social network. Similarly, trust 
was a reoccurring theme and was collapsed into relationships as the data indicated that 
trust was important to building a relationship.  
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Cross-Case Analysis 
Cross-case analysis was used enabling me to know more about the relevance or 
applicability of the findings to other similar settings and was important to this study and 
to transcend “radical particularism” (Firestone and Herriott, 1983).  Cross-case 
analyzing proved beneficial in diving deeper into the findings to determine if the cases 
were typical, diverse, effective or ineffective and can provide added support to 
answering the research questions (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  The cross-case analysis 
included several comparisons which have been divided into four groups: (1) 
Comparison between the two Community School Coordinator, (2) Comparison between 
the Community School Coordinator and their principal (3), Comparison between the 
two community school principals and (4) Comparison between each principal and 
community school coordinator to the other principal and community school coordinator.  
Deepening understanding and explanation is another reason to apply cross-case analysis 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967. 1970).   
Because I was an assistant superintendent in the same district as the participants, 
bracketing was used during the data collection process.  Bracketing allowed me to set 
aside my own professional experiences and prior knowledge to remove myself from 
responses and to objectively record the responses from the perspective of the 
participants (Creswell, 2007; Leedy & Ormrod, 2005; Bogden & Biklen 2007; Strauss 
& Corbin, 2008).    
   Digging deeper, analysis data consisted of three flows of activity: data 
reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification (Miles and Huberman, 
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1994).  The data analysis was a rigorous process and is described in a step-by-step 
process in the next section. 
Data Reduction 
Case study data were organized for data reduction, which made data easy to 
retrieve and manage (Yin, 2003; Miles & Huberman, 1994).  “Data reduction refers to 
the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data 
that appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions” (Miles & Huberman, p. 11).  The 
data reduction process was ongoing throughout the data analysis process.  Data 
reduction was a critical component of the analysis as it aided in decision-making 
regarding the selection of data to code and/or extract.  Data-reduction decisions were 
based on properties of social networking (Baily, 2006; Daly, 2010).  An example of 
data reduction occurred when writing the field notes and transcriptions relative to 
shared leadership and cross-boundary leadership were collapsed into one category 
coded as the nature of leadership in community schools.  The data and coding were re-
examined multiple times for accuracy (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
Data Display 
 The second step was to organize data for display. “Data display is an organized, 
compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and action” 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 11).  While displays may include matrices, graphs, and 
charts, for the purpose of this study, data tables were created that were labeled with 
social network theme and the research questions.  The interview transcriptions were 
reviewed for reoccurring words and/or themes related to a particular research question 
or social networking.  Significant relevant statements were extracted from the 
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transcripts and organized within the table under social network.   Considerable care was 
given to assure data were not stripped from its proper context by coding the 
transcriptions when statements were extracted.  Coding the transcriptions provided the 
ability to refer back to where the statements originated with ease to ensure that 
statements were being reported in appropriate context (Strauss & Corbin, 2008).   
 Each campus visit and meetings were recorded on the observation tool and 
reflections were gathered based on the observations and interactions of the attendees 
and the involvement of the community school coordinator. The observation tool enabled 
me to capture detailed, chronological notes about what I saw, heard and what actually 
occurred during these observations (Creswell, 2002; Bogden & Bilken, 2003).  
Reflections of the observations were gathered relative to my personal reactions and 
experiences with the observation. 
 The display of these data was an analytical activity and enabled me to better 
understand what was occurring among the participants and in determining if more 
information was required (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 
2002).  This was an effective tool which identified the need to devise further clarifying 
questions required during the follow-up interview. 
Data Analysis, Conclusion Drawing and Verification 
The next steps of the analysis process were data analysis, drawing conclusions 
and verification.  According to Miles and Huberman, (1994),“From the start of data 
collection, the qualitative analyst is beginning to decide what things mean, is noting 
regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows and 
propositions” (p. 11).  After data were organized relative to the research questions and 
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social network, content analysis was used to search for reoccurring words, phrases or 
sentences and to connect to a specific setting and themes (Miles & Huberman, 1994) .  
Meaning was derived from the significance of the words, phrases, or sentences given its 
context (Bliss, Monk, and Ogborn, 1983).  The “chunks” were categorized to enable me 
to find, pull out and cluster segments relating to social networks and my specific 
research questions (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  Clustering and display of chunks helped 
establish the drawing conclusions section (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  Descriptive 
codes were detailed and required little interpretation while pattern codes led to 
inferential and explanatory findings (Miles & Huberman, 1994).   
This process allowed for the identification of patterns within the participants’ 
responses and for cross-case analysis.  Generating conceptual themes conforms to Miles 
and Huberman’s (1994) method of textual analysis, whereby issues of importance 
inductively emerged from the data.  Additionally, cross-case analysis enabled me to 
know more about the relevance or applicability of the findings to other similar settings 
(Firestone and Herriott, 1983).  Cross-case analyzing proved beneficial in diving deeper 
into the findings to determine if the cases were typical, diverse, effective or ineffective 
and provided added support to answering the research questions (Miles & Huberman, 
1994).  Deepening understanding and explanation was another reason to apply cross-
case analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967. 1970).   
 Conclusions were verified after their formation.  Verification included a brief 
second thought, looking back and reexamining field notes, and an extensive review 
among colleagues to gain consensus about finding (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  As a 
final verification, a peer reviewer engaged in the content analysis of my study.  The 
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peer reviewer earned a doctoral degree from the same university, had undertaken 
introductory and advanced qualitative research courses and had gained experience with 
the analysis process and procedures.  The findings of the peer reviewer served to 
compare and verify the findings of this study (Creswell, 2006; Leedy & Ormrod, 2005).   
Overview of Participants 
 In the ensuing section, individual participants, schools and district information is 
introduced.  Descriptive information was garnered about the participants’ background 
and school and community context to place the study in a real-life setting within the 
community school with a community school coordinator.  Pseudonyms are used to 
provide anonymity to participants.  Therefore, the schools and district were also given 
fictitious names.  
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Angelo Elementary School 
 
Principal Smith 
Prior Educational 
Experiences 
Speech Pathologist, 
Administrative certification 
Served as an assistant 
principal then later became 
principal of Angelo 
Elementary 
# of Years at School 
9 years 
Retired in summer, 2012. 
 
CSC Mitchell 
 
Master of Divinity, cross 
discipline study in 
psychology/counseling, 
Master in Pastoral Care and 
Counseling 
Worked as an employee of 
the Community Service 
Council, Family and Schools 
Together, Family Resource 
Center, Social Worker, 
Service Coordinator with 
Housing Authority,  
 
 5 years at Angelo 
 
 
Bryce Elementary School 
 
Principal Karrington 
Prior Educational 
Experiences 
BS degree in music with 
Elementary certification.  
Taught and been an 
administrator in other 
states.   
# of Years at School 
19th year as Principal of 
Bryce Elementary  
 
CSC Braxton 
B.A. in Elementary 
Education, M.Ed. in School 
Administration 
Worked as a teacher for 10 
years at Bryce teaching 3rd 
grade, 5th grade, ELL 
instructional facilitator, and 
PE 
Currently CSC at Bryce for 
the past 5 years.  She has 
worked with her current 
principal 15 years 
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CSC = Community School Coordinator 
Community School 
Initiative 
 
Director Mason 
Prior Educational 
Experiences 
Years as CSI Director:  6 
 
Prior Experiences:  Studied 
to become a physical 
therapist, obtained a 
teaching certificate but has 
not taught 
She has worked in Junior 
League and is a trained 
child advocate, trained 
facilitator of community 
organizational capacity 
building.  Her work 
experiences include 
working with Alliance for 
Families which was an 
initiative between two 
elementary schools and two 
housing communities in a 
high-poverty neighborhood.  
She became the Director of 
CSI in 2006. 
# of Years at School 
No experience as a teacher 
in a school 
 
District Profile 
This Midwestern United States Urban District is located in the Northeastern part 
of the state and is considered one of the state’s largest school districts with nearly 
42,000 thousand students in 88 schools.  Committed to accomplishing the core goals of 
the strategic plan, this district aims to “expand the concept of community schools to 
appropriate scales of growth within the District”.   The district demographic data 
include:  28.7% Caucasian, 29.48% African American, 26.13% Hispanic, 7.39% Native 
American, 1.5% Asian and 6.7& other.  The district provides early childhood through 
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secondary school campuses in a variety of grade configurations including Pre-K-6th 
grade, Pre-K-5th grade and several secondary school configurations. 
School Profiles 
BRYCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 Bruce Elementary School is part of the Community School Initiative (CSI) 
serving students and families of the Charleston neighborhood in a continuous learning 
school environment.  Their programs are designed to meet the needs of a unique 
community of learners that include a growing number of ELL students.  The mission of 
the school is to provide quality instruction with the support of a variety of programs 
including a Family Resource Center, Community School Coordinator, community 
mentoring program, technology projects, performing and visual arts, Positive 
Behavioral Support Services, and extended day and extended year options.  This school 
has been recognized on the state and national level as a successful Literacy First school, 
constantly increasing the number of students that read at or above grade level through 
this specialized reading methodology.  Student demographics includes:  4.06% Native 
American, 1.13% Asian, 32.73% African American, 34.09% Hispanic, 18.28% 
Caucasian, .45% Pacific Islander, and 9.26% multi-ethnic. 
ANGELO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 Angelo Elementary School’s old building was completely replaced with a new 
building in less than nine years ago.  The school offers full day kindergarten and a full 
day 4-year-old program.  Social services are available as well as a Community School 
Coordinator.  The school offers a continuous learning school environment.  The school 
includes an enrollment from three housing projects and is considered a high-poverty 
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school with over 98% students being on free/reduced lunch.  Student demographics 
includes:  9.46% Native American, 1.18% Asian, 35.46% African American, 18.91% 
Hispanic, 20.33% Caucasian, .24% Pacific Islander and 14.42% multi-racial. 
 The overview of participants serves to introduce each participant’s background, 
education, certifications and preparation.  In addition, the district and schools overview 
provides demographic data in this Midwestern Urban District and the two Title I 
Community Schools chosen because they were classified as being “mentoring” or 
“sustaining” community schools. 
Summary 
 An exploratory case study was employed to examine the role of the community 
school coordinator in developing the social network in schools for the purpose of 
meeting the academic and social needs of children.  This exploratory case study was 
designed to address the research question:  What is the role and function of the 
community school coordinator in developing the social network between the school 
community to meet the academic and social needs of children?  Qualitative methods 
provided a rich description of the behaviors, knowledge, experiences and interactions as 
participants shared their experiences through interview questions and observations with 
me as the researcher.  
Cross-case analysis was used enabling me to know more about the relevance or 
applicability of the findings to other similar settings and was important to this study 
(Firestone and Herriott, 1983).  Cross-case analyzing allowed me to dive deeper into the 
findings to determine if the cases were typical or diverse (Miles & Huberman, 1994).   
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 As an ethical issue, one should consider that I am an assistant superintendent in 
the same district as the participants; however, I do not serve as their supervisor.  
Consequently, bracketing was important to this research as a manner of reducing the 
occurrence of research bias and to further increase the objectivity of this study 
(Creswell, 2007; Leedy & Ormrod, 2005).  In addition, ethical issues that were 
considered throughout the study included gaining consent and confidentiality of 
information (Patton, 2002; Hancock & Algozzine, 2006) by obtaining approval from 
my university through completing the IRB process.  
 The methods were appropriate for the research questions and for the purpose of 
this study.  Findings from the data analysis are presented in the next section. 
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Chapter 4 
Findings 
Introduction 
The purpose of this research was to study the influence of the community school 
coordinator in developing the school’s social network to meet the academic and social 
needs of children.  In particular this study examined the role of the community school 
coordinator (CSC) within the community schools and sought to understand how the role 
and responsibilities fostered relationships with parents, teachers, students and the 
community (i.e. building the school social network).  Within this study, five major 
themes with subthemes emerged from the data.  The findings are organized beginning 
with (1) the CSC and principals engaging in shared leadership, (2) defining the evolving 
the role of the CSC, (3) the CSC as developer of relationships for development of social 
networks between the school and community, (4) the influence of the CSC toward 
meeting the academic and social needs of children, and (5) the influence of the CSC on 
the work of the principal’s core responsibilities of teaching and learning. 
Community School Coordinators and Principals Engaging in Shared Leadership 
The emergent theme of shared leadership was prevalent in the data from the five 
participants in this study.  Diffusing school leadership among a number of actors shifts 
the responsibility from one lone leader and potentially makes the complex work of 
school leadership more manageable.  Distributing school leadership across multiple 
actors requires interactions among school leaders and between these leaders, teachers 
and others (Penuel, Frank, & Krause, 2010).  Shared leadership enjoins multiple leaders 
equipped and skilled to collaboratively accomplish the work of the school together.  In 
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seeking to better understand the emerging role of the CSC, the principals and CSI 
Mason, recently retired Executive Director of the Community Schools Initiative, talked 
extensively about leadership in the community school as it pertained to the role of the 
CSC. 
Principal Karrington of Bryce Elementary School spoke about sharing 
leadership with CSC Braxton at her school.  She reflected on the process of when her 
school was becoming a community school and the emergence of new roles.   
There are new needs all the time for people to step up and take on leadership 
roles that guide certain practices, services and programs.   But at the same time 
the instructional program and processes of the school must grow and remain 
strong.   The role of the CSC was to really stand alongside the principal and 
share the leadership of all those processes together so that the principal’s role 
can be primarily focused on instruction. 
 
In particular, Principal Karrington indicated that the CSC was involved in all of those 
processes together with her so that the principal’s role was primarily focused on the 
instruction and the development of teacher effectiveness.   
Principal Karrington further described her concept of shared leadership as 
having multiple leaders equally skilled and responsible for all the practices and 
processes so that “we can do each other’s work together or collectively however we 
need to do it”.  She attributed shared leadership to being a factor in “building and 
cultivating partnerships” with and for her school.  The work of the CSC was further 
equated with shared leadership being a significant factor for principal Karrington and 
CSC Braxton at Bryce Elementary because it allowed the CSC to cultivate the supports 
families needed to be successful in school.  Principal Karrington further articulated that 
she had a dependent role with her CSC and relied on her to cultivate the supports that 
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the families at Bryce needed.  She also believed it was important that teachers viewed 
the role of the CSC at the level of leadership:   
A real powerful community school coordinator accepts the role of shared 
leadership.  Part of growing that successfully is when teachers are comfortable 
with that.   When they’re comfortable with the leadership being shared with 
somebody else they don’t view the community school coordinator’s position as 
an assistant principal or somebody that’s in the hierarchy under the principal; 
they really view that person as equally as important and responsible for as many 
things and collectively with the principal.  Parents have to have that same 
perception. 
 
Similarly CSC Braxton at Bryce Elementary also shared that she, her principal 
and teachers had an understanding of shared leadership.  Sharing how a new school 
coordinator might be uncertain in the role and would feel compelled to ask permission 
from the principal to proceed in certain matters, she noted that her principal trusts her as 
a result of their work together.  According to CSC Braxton, “the principal lets me take 
care of all the community and the parent engagement things, so that she honestly can 
work on the academic side.  It’s truly shared leadership, in the building and in the 
community.”  She asserted that she had the autonomy to take care of all the community 
and parent engagement matters and that the shared leadership was both in the building 
and in the community. 
In further support of shared leadership, I attended two Site Team meetings at 
Angelo Elementary School to observe CSC Mitchell.  During those meetings, I 
observed CSC Mitchell leading the Site Team meetings.  The Site Team serves a 
specific purpose as stated by the CSC, 
They are not people who come in and get on committees and do things.  They 
are a group, a consulting group like a Board of Directors.  I always go and try to 
find out what is going on in the neighborhood.  That is how I know who needs to 
be on the site team.  
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Each of the observed Site Team meetings was conducted by CSC Mitchell and 
attended by members of the Angelo community to include the PTA, Neighborhood 
Association, medical, parent and faith-based partners.  Each meeting included an 
agenda.  During one of the meetings, CSC Mitchell led the committee in developing 
SMART goals using the format she previously received from a CSI Implementation 
team meeting, which I attended as well.  She led the goal-writing session by sharing 
with the group the importance of the goals being aligned with their (Angelo’s) 
priorities.  She explained the purpose for writing the new goals and how these goals 
were to be measured.  The template included space for identifying the priority, actions 
and outcomes, person(s) in charge and status.  CSC Mitchell had autonomy to facilitate 
these site team meetings.   
Former Principal Smith, who had recently retired from Angelo Elementary 
School, stated that CSC Mitchell was a part of her leadership staff and made reference 
to how the CSC was almost viewed as “an assistant principal”.  Viewing the CSC as a 
vital part of the school, she commented that the more capable she realized her CSC to 
be, the “more it took off my plate”. 
Principal Smith stated that the CSC’s office space was once a distance from her 
office and therefore inhibited the CSC from hearing some of the important interactions 
occurring with parents.  Therefore, the principal moved the CSC’s office near her own 
office to enable the CSC to hear some of the interactions that were helpful to her work 
in dealing with difficult families, absentee issues and programming.  She considered the 
CSC as part of her executive leadership staff and included her in formal and informal 
meetings. 
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Likewise, CSC Braxton of Bryce Elementary referred to both she and the 
principal being in close proximity and “in the front of the building” which facilitated 
them “talking all the time”.  Principal Karrington stated that she can “hear the CSC 
talking to the family about the school and what they can expect from the school” from 
her office.  
Principal Smith stated that in her former school “everyone worked together and 
there was not a task too minute or a person or position so hierarchical that they were 
absolved from doing the work in the community school”.  She commented that 
“regardless of the level of the task even in picking up trash in the hall or handling a 
child who might be bleeding or ushering a disgruntled parent, it was everyone’s job to 
do the work needed in the community school and the CSC played a vital part in that”. 
Further, given the shared leadership role, Principal Smith stated that the CSC 
would communicate with her matters of importance that needed to be addressed and 
were potential problems.  When this occurred, the principal would get a leadership team 
together and ask how the problem could be resolved.  Collectively the principal noted, 
“I don’t have all the answers, she (CSC) didn’t have all the answers, but together, we 
had a lot of them”.   The principal also maintained that while “leadership of the school 
comes and goes, the CSC remains the constant”.  She made this comment referring to 
her recent retirement as principal of Angelo, yet the constant remaining at the school 
was the CSC whom she considered a valuable contribution to sustaining leadership at 
the school. 
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The Boundaries of Shared Leadership:  Principal Sets the Vision  
Important to the work of the CSC is a shared vision with the principal whose 
responsibility it is to establish the vision for the community school.    In seeking to 
further understand the leadership role of the CSC, I also interviewed CSI Mason who 
was the Executive Director of the Community School Initiative (CSI).  She described 
the CSC’s relationship with the principal as one centered around coordination “with the 
principal; they are not standalone, but in the coordination with the principal and under 
the principal’s leadership”.  The vision of the principal is critical to shared leadership in 
the schools.   CSCs were hired for specific purposes and in accord with the vision of the 
principal as CSI Mason shared, 
They (CSCs) weren’t coming to us from youth development organizations to do 
after school programming; they were really being hired to fit a particular niche 
for that community based upon the vision of that principal.  So we knew the 
skills they were coming to us with, but then as they began implementing the 
core components, we knew that their strengths might have been different based 
of the school they were assigned.  As an example, Angelo Elementary needed 
help with parent engagement and family engagement, and because CSC Mitchell 
had actually worked as a Resource Center coordinator over at Southside 
(apartment complex), she was a perfect person for that need.  We found 
generally that it works better if the principal sets and shares the vision of the 
school.   
 
CSC Mitchell noted that she “rounded out” the principal.  “Principal Smith had a 
vision and it was good.”  She further stated, “I aligned her vision with CSI’s vision and 
filled in the gaps”.  She spoke of “cross-boundary” leadership being a difficult concept 
to actually experience although she thought that would be part of the role.  She 
commented, “We talk about cross-boundary leadership, but it is very unusual to have 
that.  People are still very protective of their relationships”.  She described cross-
boundary leadership as transparent with a willingness to listen and “you change each 
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other’s ideas about things and you have a richer understanding; both people learn”. This 
was her concept of cross-boundary leadership.  She stated that she did not have access 
to all partners. She was however the contact person when partners came into the school 
to conduct programs and schedule activities.   Further inquiry into the leadership 
explained how the relationship between the CSC and the principal evolved into one of 
trust and autonomy, 
I think that I earned a lot of respect over time.  Nobody is going to turn 
everything over to a new person and just let them go with it, but I think with 
time, what happened was that I wasn’t really supervised.  It was more of ‘I don’t 
have to worry about what she is doing’.  It is like the capacity of community 
building, the capacity for bringing folks in, the programming in the school, the 
things that were available for kids, it just bumped up and she (principal) didn’t 
necessarily know how it happened but she could ‘see that something that you’ve 
(CSC) done changed this and that these are good things’. 
 
Principal Smith realized that she had to refrain from her “I’m in charge” attitude and 
allow the CSC to help her be in charge.  Stating that she (the principal) had a “control 
issue”, she also noted that the CSC did her job well and that she and the CSC developed 
a good working relationship.  Principal Smith included the CSC as part of the leadership 
or executive leadership staff and while she did not describe “sharing leadership” she 
definitively credited the CSC for taking some of the duties off her plate. Principal Smith 
emphasized the importance of the CSC managing the out-of-school time programs and 
partners contributing to the out-of-school time activities.   
CSC Braxton at Bryce stated that she and her principal had an understanding of 
shared leadership.  She asserted that she had the autonomy to take care of all the 
community and parent engagement matters and that the shared leadership was both in 
the building and in the community.   CSC Braxton commented on Principal 
Karrington’s setting the tone and vision for Bryce, “we just built it up and it’s the 
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culture that was created by (principal) which has set the tone to do whatever it takes for 
our students”.   
Both principals spoke of sharing the work performed in the school.  Angelo’s 
principal Smith stated there was not a task too minute or a person or position so 
hierarchical that they were absolved from doing the work in the community school.  
Bryce’s principal Karrington expressed that the concept of shared leadership meant the 
school had multiple leaders equally skilled and responsible for all the practices and 
processes so that “we can do each other’s work together or collectively”.   
While the principals spoke of leadership, each defined the role of the CSC in 
leadership differently.  Principal Smith noted that the CSC was part of the leadership 
team.  She emphasized that the CSC was in charge of out-of-school time working with 
partners and the community.   Principal Karrington described how the CSC shared 
leadership with her and viewed her role as principal to be a dependent role with her 
CSC.    
Director Mason also referred to shared leadership in describing the CSC as an 
integral part of the community school.  She identified types of leadership (i.e. cross-
boundary, shared and distributed leadership) that included other people in the building 
and affirmed that it was not the responsibility of just one person.  Since Director Mason 
was responsible for hiring the first four CSCs for this district, she shared that when 
interviewing for new community school coordinators, one of the interview questions 
sought to determine prior experience in shared leadership.  She believed shared 
leadership is “modeled at the Resource Center” as they depend of each other to get the 
work accomplished.   
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In summary, similarities exist as each participant in the study described the work 
from a leadership perspective although each CSC’s relationship with the principal 
influenced the degree leadership was shared.  The principal setting a clear vision was 
important to influence the degree of shared leadership in the schools.  The next section 
details specific functions and responsibilities of the role of the community school 
coordinator. 
Role of the Community School Coordinator 
Liaison and Builder of Relationships 
 In addition to engaging in shared leadership, the study revealed specific duties 
and responsibilities associated with the role of the CSC which further captured their 
influence in the schools.  These responsibilities were essential to building, nurturing and 
sustaining the relationships with external and internal constituents who were able to 
provide resources to support the school. 
Former Principal Smith affirmed CSC Mitchell knew the neighborhood and was 
trusted in the neighborhood, community and school. The former principal further 
commented that in the early stages of their development as a community school, there 
was not a CSC in place.  However, she stated,  
The minute we got a community school coordinator, it just mushroomed.  It was 
huge then, the role of the CSC.  Over time, I trusted her so much that she would 
be able to open the building, even though she was not a district employee.  She 
was able to be there on Saturdays and Sundays and I wouldn’t have to be. 
Similarly, Principal Karrington of Bryce Elementary defined the role of the CSC as 
developing relationships and seeking new relationships as per the school’s needs.  She 
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stated that the CSC also knew how to support instruction by knowing what teachers 
needed and what kids needed in the classroom to be successful. 
Principal Karrington asserted that her CSC spent an equal amount of time 
throughout the day with partners, teachers and families while she viewed her role as 
principal primarily being spent with teachers and students and not so much with 
partners.  The principal stated that the CSC took the lead in the area of working with 
partners but that shared responsibility also included her “accountability for student 
success”.  Noting that the work is complex, she explained, 
It’s kind of messy work…community schools work is messy work because it is 
big and it requires thinking out of the box.  The most important work she (CSC) 
can do is to have the ability to really develop the strong relationships that are 
needed with both partners and teachers and with families and sustain them.  She 
is equally as important an ambassador of the school as I am as a school leader; 
maybe even more.   
 
Bryce Elementary School’s principal Karrington commented that the CSC is visible in 
the community and contributes largely to others understanding what a community 
school really does by having informative conversations with families, partners and the 
community.   
Further elaborating on the role of the CSC, principal Karrington shared that the 
CSC is responsible for cultivating the services and supports that improve conditions for 
learning in the school.  Another responsibility of the community school coordinator is to 
be transparent about how the school measures progress and to remain focused on 
accomplishing those measures as an expectation of the position. 
In addition to how the principals viewed the role of the CSC as liaison between 
school and community, the CSCs also elaborated on their roles and responsibilities in 
similar ways.  Community School Coordinator Braxton at Bryce Elementary recalled 
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that during the beginning phases of becoming a community school, they probably 
served as “guinea pigs” since they were the first school in this Northeastern district to 
implement the community school reform.  She stated, “At the beginning stages of our 
developing the community school, the expectations were to dramatically improve our 
communities and focus on the seven core components”.  Those seven core components 
are:  (1) Early care and learning, (2) Health / health education, (3) Mental health / social 
services, (4)Youth development / out-of-school time, (5) Family / community 
engagement,  (6) Neighborhood development and (7) Lifelong learning. 
CSC Braxton continued, “We focused on those core components as we raised 
expectations and were able to develop into the school we have become”.   
In her role, CSC Braxton does “anything I can do to make a child’s experience 
at school better and more productive”.  She does not confine her work to acquiring the 
basic family needs but aids them in securing solutions to problems such as reconnection 
of disconnected utility services or getting someone to a doctor’s appointment or finding 
a bed to sleep on should one be needed.  She commented on how her role has evolved 
from one where she was perceived as the on-campus person responsible for acquiring 
uniforms, shoes, food or those basic needs for children and families to one where she 
now focused on the community at large.  She worked with partners and engaged them to 
work together to meet the needs of not only the school but to meet the needs of the 
community.  As an example of the partners working together she discussed an incident: 
One of our apartment complexes had a huge fire and before I was aware there 
was a fire, I was already getting e-mails and phone calls on how our partners and 
how our community could help the families that were affected by the fire.  It 
was the school community coming together to help those families; it was our 
community partners and it was people I didn’t even know, through our contacts 
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and relationships that came together in response to the family’s needs.  Those 
people had furniture, bedding and clothing within two days. 
 
 CSC Mitchell at Angelo Elementary perceived her role as one “eliminating 
experiential barriers to children’s learning” and giving them a “comparable experience 
as those afforded to children from more affluent families”.  Her role enabled 
partnerships whose contributions assisted children with science projects and “made 
connections for children to benefit from their university partners” and medical students.  
Further she discussed the afterschool programming at Angelo as “incredibly” successful 
in meeting the needs of children interested in playing soccer, basketball, and other 
activities which might not otherwise be available in their school or community.   
 CSC Mitchell at Angelo also viewed part of her role as teaching parents to 
support their children.  For example, when children desire to play sports or have an 
interest in the arts, it requires involvement from parents.  Her role is to facilitate that 
between parents and children as well as teaching children how to advocate for 
themselves.  In another example, she asserted that when a child needs transportation and 
if parents are not willing or incapable of providing it, she facilitates the child’s getting 
whatever is needed to assure they can participate in the activity.  She illustrated several 
ways she attends to that.  She may have the child seek transportation from someone else 
participating in the same event or she will try to get them connected with another 
resource.  At times, she may be the one transporting the student herself.  As she 
indicated, she believed that it is important to give parents the opportunity to “step up 
and learn to support their child” and she placed that responsibility on the parent while 
teaching them the importance of assuming the responsibility.  She explained,  
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There are certain expectations that we put on them (parents).  If we weren’t 
giving them opportunities to do this, then we can’t criticize them for not doing 
it.  You can’t get mad at them if you never ask. 
 
Therefore when parents were unprepared or unwilling to provide support to children, 
CSC Mitchell “helps children learn to recruit their own support”.  She contended that 
support for children comes in various forms and when those supports are not provided 
by a parent, it can be provided by an extended family member or friends.  She viewed 
her role as one “giving others an opportunity to rise and take advantage of those 
opportunities accessible to them so that they may live richer lives”. 
 Similarly, CSC Braxton at Bryce Elementary worked with parents and children 
in developing school readiness skills.  CSC Braxton and Principal Karrington identified 
a chronic absenteeism problem in Pre-K and Kindergarten.  The principal stated that 
“the families were entering school at pre-K without a really strong school connection 
and a strong sense of the importance of good early school attendance and participation”.  
Therefore, an added focus to the work of CSC Braxton was included.  CSC Braxton 
spoke of this focus during her interview as well.  She shared: 
Sometimes we have small groups of kids and parents who are not in school yet, 
but we are trying to get them to have school readiness skills before they are even 
setting foot in the door of Bryce.  It is designed for our two and three year olds. 
 
During a campus site visit, I observed the class where young children were in 
attendance with their parent(s) at Bryce.  This was an example of how the school 
reached out to work with parents in preparing their children for school readiness.  This 
work with the two and three year olds and their parents was supported by the social 
services coordinator as well as the CSC at Bryce. 
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Both CSCs Mitchell and Braxton spoke of their role in teaching parents to 
support their children.  They viewed their role as enabling partnerships to come into the 
school and contributing towards educational opportunities for children.  CSC Mitchell 
affirmed that her after school programs are successful in meeting the needs of children 
desiring to play sports or other enrichment opportunities not previously available to 
them.  Both CSCs stated their roles as important to developing relationships and 
meeting the needs of children and families.  They both coordinated after school 
programs and meet the needs of children and families through their various programs 
and relationships with partners, parents, and community and school staff. 
Principal Karrington at Bryce viewed CSC Braxton as developing relationships, 
seeking new relationships as per the school’s needs.  CSC Braxton, according to the 
principal, spent an equal amount of time throughout the day with partners, teachers and 
families.  Principal Karrington reiterated that CSC Braxton takes the lead in the area of 
working with partners but shares responsibility for student success.  She affirmed that 
the CSC is visible in the community and contributes largely to others understanding 
what a community school does by having engaging conversations with families, 
partners and community.  Principal Karrington confirmed that the CSC is responsible 
for cultivating the services and supports that improve conditions for learning.  She 
interpreted part of the CSC’s responsibility as being transparent about how the school 
measures progress and to remain focused on accomplishing those measures as an 
expectation of the position. 
Both principals articulated the CSC’s importance in developing relationships 
and partnerships in and around the community.  Principal Smith at Angelo spoke of the 
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after-school programming and coordination of the after school time while Principal 
Karrington at Bryce stated that the CSC is equally responsible for student success and 
measuring goal attainment.   
School-Community Connections 
Coupled with the principals and CSCs perception of the role of the CSC, 
Director Mason viewed the CSC’s role as assuming responsibility for the day-to-day 
management of programs, services and opportunities that come into the school and 
around the school’s respective neighborhood.  A Community School Coordinator is to 
coordinate with the principal and is under the principal’s leadership as they are charged 
to “remove those non-academic barriers for students and their families to really help 
them be successful”.   She stressed that the goal for the school is that: 
Children and families are successful but success is not defined as a test score, 
grade or achievement.  Opportunities are paramount in a community school and 
so is the work of the community school coordinator—creating those 
opportunities for children to achieve success. 
 Director Mason further elaborated that the expectations of her agency is that the 
CSC supports the conditions for learning and how to get those established.  She viewed 
the CSC as the voice and coordinator of those programs, services and opportunities.  
She specifically articulated that it is the CSC who establishes those partnerships and 
relationships around those core components of the community school model.  She 
asserted that this coordination is “always in partnership with the principal.” 
 The CSC, according to Director Mason, “is the voice of the community school 
for the principal”.  The CSC is responsible for explaining the role of CSC to others in an 
effort to assure they understand the responsibilities attached to this new role for schools.  
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She perceived the CSC’s role as one who “enhances everybody’s capacity to do their 
work better.” 
 Building on the roles and responsibilities of the CSC, Director Mason also 
emphasized organizational skills as an essential skill to possess in this position. For 
example, a CSC is responsible for keeping elaborate monthly reports reflective of 
monthly goals and narrative descriptions of accomplishments and goal attainment.  As 
an observation, when I attended the Community Schools Implementation meeting, I 
obtained an agenda and a copy of a Site Team planning form used in 2011-12.  In this 
plan, priorities were identified along with action and outcomes, person responsible, 
status update of the action, date of completion and the budget assigned to the 
action/outcome (See Figure 1).   
This format was also observed when I attended the Site Team meeting at Angelo 
Elementary School as they were preparing their action plans and steps for the upcoming 
school year.  An example of an action plan shared during the Implementation Team 
meeting and used at Angelo Elementary School’s Site Team meeting follows (See 
Figure 1). 
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Priority Action & 
Outcome 
Person(s) in 
charge 
Status As 
of…date 
Budget 
Out-of-
school-
time/youth 
development 
We will 
provide a 
minimum of 
twelve 
afterschool 
enrichment 
programs 
throughout 
the 2011-12 
school year 
so that 
students can 
experience a 
variety of 
lifelong 
learning 
activities 
Sam Brewley 
(pseudonym) 
 
We have 
offered 18 
classes this 
year:  Games 
(3x), Etiquette 
(3x), African 
Drumming, 
Art, TEAM 
Kids, Go 
Club, Girl 
Scouts, Camp 
Fire (2x), 
Choir, Global 
Gardens 
(2x)Running 
Club, iLead 
As of Feb. 
21 
$3,858.00 
Figure 1:  Action Plan 
 
In addition to being discussed and illustrated during the Community School 
Implementation meeting, I also observed discussion and planning during Angelo 
Elementary School’s Site Team meeting where CSC Mitchell used the format with 
Angelo Site team’s input. 
 Developing Relationships and Developing the Social Network 
While the participants described leadership and the responsibilities of the role of 
the community school coordinator, bridging relational gaps was an important aspect of 
the CSC’s work in a community school.  The CSC worked with many stakeholders and 
as such, the ability to work successfully with multiple stakeholders paved the way to 
eliminating barriers allowing for bridging relational gaps. 
 Former Principal Smith at Angelo viewed the school as belonging to the 
community:  “It’s a public place.” She believed the school should be open without 
charging the community for its use.  She reinforced that belief with an example of how 
she opposed fencing the area around the school.  Through her persistence, this “gave the 
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community a safe walking area between the parking complexes instead of going out in 
the middle of the street to get around it”.  It also gave “access to the playground and the 
community garden after school hours”.  She expressed that in the nine years of her 
being principal, vandalism has not occurred as a result of giving access to the school 
grounds to the community. 
While the principal was instrumental in removing structural impediments to the 
school and community access, it was the CSC who fostered and nurtured the ongoing 
interaction between these groups.  Principal Smith reiterated how CSC Mitchell 
coordinated the kind of after-hour life that the community needed to be engaged in the 
school.  She remembered, “We were open from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. five days a week 
and many of the weekends” and the CSC worked with everyone including leadership, 
housing authorities, apartment complexes and had a keen understanding of the 
community.  She further articulated that relationships were important.  Relationships 
with students, CSC, principal, and the entire community was essential.  As well, the 
CSC had to have strong relationships with all staff (teachers, principal, and support 
staff) as they respected her and according to Principal Smith, she was given the 
“leeway” to do what was needed for the school and community. 
Relationships and Communities 
 Principal Smith further affirmed that the community loves the school and has 
found it to be a safe place in the community where they “feel cared for and loved”.  She 
also commented on how the school communicates to parents in correspondence which 
has been thoughtfully written at an appropriate readability level for most members of 
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the school community to comprehend.  The school effectively communicated offerings 
to parents and families.   
The CSC explains the community school concept to partners, adopters, 
community and others.  We do a brochure for brand new parents.  We give them 
a brochure of community schools and we try to make it on about a third grade 
level because our parents are not capable of reading at high levels.  We send 
home fliers to our community and seek interest for signing up for drumming, 
dance, baton, tutoring, etc.   
 
These offerings, usually held after-school and coordinated by the CSC, afford 
opportunities for students to participate in programs (i.e. reading programs, soccer, etc.) 
which benefit children, community and school.  Principal Smith contended that the CSC 
was responsible for the logistics of all the programing as well as being the face of the 
liaison between the entire community and the school.  “The parents knew they could 
trust her, because they trusted her in the apartment complexes.  They knew that what 
she said meant something.”  Being trusted by the principal was also an important part of 
that relationship facilitating the work of the CSC.   
Bridging relational gaps between school and community evoked action from the 
principal and required deliberate responses to unique problems and situations.   
Angelo’s principal Smith attributed many positive developments in her school 
community to the fact that they were able to bridge relational gaps within the school 
community.  She observed the school enrollment growing from 170 students in 2003 to 
approximately 478 in 2012.  She stated that a new building and addition to the building 
allowed for one-fourth of the enrollment being transferred in because of the 
programming that community schools would offer.  She credited programmatic 
improvements and the Angelo staff for making the school a welcoming place.  She 
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affirmed the school currently has a good feeling when one walks in, parents are always 
welcome and parents are welcome to stay and help the school.   
She explained how the school responded to the specific needs of Angelo’s 
community by including community service “for parents getting out of prison or jail” 
and creating opportunities for these parents to fulfill their court-ordered mandates or 
community service requirements obligations at the school.  She stated the school 
assumed the responsibility of “showing them how to do the community service and how 
that looked in a school”.  She added that this included showing parents how to dress, act 
and speak appropriately in a school environment.  She attributed some of this success to 
the social work background of CSC Mitchell recognizing that her experience in this 
profession was also very helpful for their school and school community.   
To better understand the intent of the CSC’s position in bridging the relational 
gaps, the Director of CSI provided additional insight into this work and elaborated on 
the importance of outreach to and with various stakeholders within the school and 
school community.   Director Mason shared CSI’s expectations for the CSC’s work 
with families and communities explaining that the position is to support and set up the 
conditions for learning.   
Director Mason stated the CSC is the voice in the matter of establishing 
conditions for learning.  Accordingly, the CSC coordinates the programs, services, 
opportunities and primarily partnerships and relationships around those core 
components.  Stressing the importance of relationships, Director Mason voiced that the 
essence of the community school work is the relationships and partnerships that are 
brought into the community that matter.  It is those relationships that define the real 
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difference between school-linked or school-based services.  She compared the two by 
describing the provisions of school-linked services which is primarily linking with 
entities which in turn enter the school but without obligation to having a relationship.  
Likewise school-based services function under the auspices of their agency’s mission.   
However, in a community school, Director Mason affirmed that everything is “under a 
common vision, looking at the whole child as they sit in that family in that engaged 
community”.   
 Establishing a relationship is critically more important, Director Mason stated, 
than just identifying a need and getting something in the building.  Director Mason 
referred to an example to demonstrate how a relationship crossed beyond boundary 
lines as part of the social network for the purpose of helping communities.  She stated, 
Heritage Church is way out North and a long distance from the school they 
support.  However, because of the relationship the CSC had with someone in 
their congregation, they actually now are hugely involved in this distanced 
elementary school and with another smaller congregation that they had the 
relationship with because that congregation is in the school community.  
Therefore it not only was a small congregation coming into the school, it 
actually reached farther North through that relationship that the CSC 
established. It’s not just thinking about what’s in your surrounding 
neighborhood but it’s much broader than that. 
 
Director Mason asserts that everyone benefits from the community groups and/or 
organizational relationships with the CSC.  She concluded that the reciprocal work 
between school and community was evidenced in more mature community schools 
where the relationships had been established by the CSC. 
Referring to CSC Braxton, Director Mason cited her work involving the 
community garden at Bryce Elementary which was an internal part of the school.  It was 
developed through partnerships and with the leadership of the Mayor’s mentoring 
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program, Mason shared.  Through this relationship, two or three churches around the 
community were able to involve families and students to work on the garden.  Through 
this work, the CSC and her connection with the school’s Family Resource Center was 
able to begin talking about how to give thanks to their partners in a meaningful way.  
While “writing thank you notes may be a typical way to demonstrate appreciation”, in 
this community school, CSI Mason attests,  the CSC was able to facilitate reciprocity 
between the school and church by having the school volunteer to help the church with 
their Fall Festival.  It was based on the relationship previously established.  They were 
able to go back to their community environment and worked with them on a joint 
project.  Both groups benefited and the children did as well through the proceeds that 
the church invests in the school. 
Relationships with Families and Teachers 
 While Principal Smith mentioned that it was not the primary responsibility of 
CSC Mitchell to coordinate meetings between parents and teachers, she did play an 
important part of bringing possible problems to the appropriate personnel when she 
became aware of them.  The CSC was able to call attention to problematic areas to the 
principal and together in a leadership team, problem solving would occur.  Principal 
Smith felt that the CSC was able to bridge relational gaps among families and the 
school because of her earned respect in the neighborhood and community as well as in 
the school.  When situations occurred which might indicate a concern for a parent, the 
CSC, according to Principal Smith informally communicated this to her. As the CSC 
was familiar with the families and could determine if situations potentially required 
immediate attention, this approach was acceptable at Angelo. 
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 Both principals agreed that if the CSC became aware of a problem between 
parent and teacher, the CSC would respond by bringing it to the attention of the 
appropriate person.  Principal Smith indicated that while CSC Mitchell does not manage 
the parent-teacher conference types of meetings, there are times “when parents come 
and say ‘I am upset with a situation’, then she comes to the principal and the principal 
meets with the teacher and states the concern to the teacher.   The principal stated that 
this dialogue is usually done in an informal manner and the CSC “knows the 
personalities well enough to verify whether or not a problem does exist and merits being 
addressed”.  Likewise, CSC Mitchell verified that because of the relationships she has 
developed with parents and teachers, there are times they (parents) talked to her and she 
may become the first point of contact; however, she brings the concern to the principal 
for resolution. Principal Karrington comments:  
If she (CSC Braxton) happens to be the person that first finds out about a need 
for a parent to talk with a teacher or a teacher to talk with a parent then she 
certainly won’t delay that for somebody else to do it or for me to do it.  She 
owns responsibility for that.  But sometimes, she is the very person that may 
have a relationship with a parent that maybe I don’t have or the teacher doesn’t 
have and is the most obvious person to facilitate the scheduling of a 
conversation.   In a community school, the person that brings people to the table 
to talk is often the one that has the closest first relationship with that family. 
 
Bryce Elementary, according to Principal Karrington, learned that if their families were 
motivated to support them in school and be involved in the school and be a stakeholder 
in the school that the school could ultimately become more successful.  Principal 
Karrington elaborated: 
 I think it was about 2003-2004 that we really could put our finger on the whole 
concept of voice in choice being what really needs to drive the work of the 
school; that families and stakeholders and teachers if given the opportunity to 
have a voice in choice about what needs to take place in school for kids to be 
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successful then that’s what really grows community school’s DNA and creates a 
community school.   
 
The CSC is critical to working with families and bridging relational gaps in order to 
reach out to families.  CSC Mitchell also referred to her connection with the 
neighborhood.  Elaborating on the nature of her interaction with parents, she added: 
I already knew a whole lot of them because I had worked next door at North 
Park (apartments).  I go to basketball games, soccer games, so I know them 
personally.  They are my friends.  I know the ones that are in afterschool 
programming the best.  I am always trying to get parents involved in the site 
team or the Revitalization project, developmental initiative.  When the 
Revitalization project team was trying to get parents involved, they didn’t have 
contacts in the neighborhood so they came to me.  I knew the parents who were 
likely to show up.  I knew the neighborhood, the associations and I knew about 
the project through my site team development.  So I am always trying to engage 
families in those types of things to get them involved.  When people wanted to 
do something in the school building, I would arrange that.  We have the 
neighborhood Revitalization meeting about once a month, so I have a good 
relationship with them and the people in the neighborhood.  Through the site 
team, I know the apartment managers, the support staff at Family and Children 
Services and folks that are working with people in the neighborhood.  I use to be 
in housing authority.  I am usually connecting parents with what is going on and 
a lot of times, I hear what they are saying because I go to the meetings. 
 
As an observation, I attended The Neighborhood Revitalization meeting which was held 
at Angelo Elementary.  It was attended by the CSC Mitchell from Angelo Elementary.  
Approximately forty-three people including residents, realtors, business, CSC and 
teachers along with the developers of this neighborhood were in attendance.  The 
Associate (spokesperson) stated: “we got your feedback before and we are back tonight 
to ask ‘did we get it right?’.  This meeting was not the first meeting intended to engage 
the community and neighborhood in a revitalization plan expected to be funded through 
a Choice Implementation Grant.  Community residents and the CSC were actively 
engaged in the meeting.  CSC Mitchell asked the question: “What would your 
(Association group) relationship be as property management?  With the rest of the 
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neighborhood?”  as a response to that questions, the Associate replied that this group 
did not only do property management but the city park would need to be kept up by the 
city implying that this partnership would involve not only the neighborhood, but the 
entire city in keeping up with the revitalization project.  
 CSC Mitchell was involved in the meeting and continued to ask questions 
regarding a practice field for soccer, multi-purpose fields and wanting to assure there 
was going to be a bike route as a provision of safety.  The CSC played an important part 
in getting the parents and residents of the community to attend these meetings.  She 
stated that when the project began, the organizers did not know the neighborhood and 
did not have contacts in the neighborhood… 
So they came to me.  I knew the parents who were most likely to show up.  I 
knew the neighborhood associations, and I know the neighborhood development 
that is going on in the area because I’ve learned those things through my site 
team development.  I am trying to engage families in those types of things. 
 
CSC Mitchell noted that some of her connections came through CSI because they are 
the entity with relationships extended to a larger network of organizations.  However, 
she stated that these partners know when they go into a community school such as 
Angelo, they have a liaison through her as the CSC and they will be welcomed.  She is 
that connection and liaison making it possible for these organizations and partners to 
have space to conduct their programs in the schools.  She added that she trusts those 
organizations coming through CSI as they are quality and offer some sustainability.   
Relationships with Children and Families 
Principal Karrington affirmed that Bryce’s CSC Braxton interfaced with parents 
every day either formally or informally.  Formally would be evidenced by monthly 
meetings either in small group or larger group through parent activity.  For example, 
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during the month of August CSC Braxton met with sixth grade parents to talk with them 
about transitions.  Transitions from one grade level to another were an identified goal of 
Bryce Elementary since they recognized their students did not transition well from 
elementary school to junior high.  According to the principal, CSC Braxton began to 
have conversations with sixth grade parents at the start of the school year to assist them 
with figuring out what they needed to assist the students in making an easier transition 
to junior high.  This reflected an example of a small-medium size group meeting. 
 As another example of bridging gaps and meeting the needs of families, 
principal Karrington shared that CSC Braxton meets with a small group of mothers at 
their apartment complex as a result of these mothers’ concern regarding bullying in the 
apartments where the families live in close proximity to each other.  CSC Braxton 
serves as a mediator or a voice for the parents as she meets with them in the apartment 
clubhouse to talk about what they can do as moms to help each other when their 
children do not get along.   
 Further descriptions of how the CSC built and nurtured relationships and 
bridged relational gaps included Principal Karrington’s description of how CSC 
Braxton speaks to parents enrolling children at Bryce.  She referred to conversations 
between CSC Braxton and families as “welcoming and inviting as the CSC seeks input 
from the families to determine their needs in a confidential manner which maintains the 
integrity of the family and child”.  Principal Karrington also stated that relationships are 
built by the CSC and families from the moment they walk into the school building.  She 
shared: 
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When they step in that doorway they get a sense of the feeling and the climate of 
the school.  The first words that they hear from a staff member can determine 
what happens over the next months or years with that family.   
 
The CSC is very tuned in to what happens with families.  
Although CSC Braxton does not assume responsibility for scheduling or 
coordinating meetings between parents and teachers, principal Karrington stated that 
sometimes the CSC does happen to be the first contact or the one first finding out about 
a need for a parent to talk with a teacher or the need for a teacher to talk with a parent.  
Should that occur, the CSC does not delay in communicating this to the proper channel.  
Principal Karrington pointed to CSC Braxton owning responsibility for that as well.  In 
addition sometimes she is the person that may have a relationship with a parent that 
perhaps the principal or the teacher does not have.  This may place the CSC in exact 
position to facilitate the scheduling of a conversation.   
CSC Braxton does not view her involvement in coordinating between teachers 
and parents as a major part of her work unless certain situations call for that level of 
interaction.  She noted that if the school is working with wrap-around services for a 
child for example and if a parent required transportation to attend an appointment, 
occasionally she may become involved to facilitate the parent getting an application 
however, she does not view this as occurring frequently.   Principal Karrington stated 
that although it was not the responsibility of the CSC to schedule or coordinate 
meetings between parents and teachers, sometimes CSC Braxton is the first contact or 
the first one to discover that a parent needs to talk with a teacher or the need for a 
teacher to talk with a parent.  Principal Karrington expressed confidence in CSC 
Braxton’s timely response should a situation of this nature occur at Bryce. 
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 CSC Braxton provided me with a parent survey which was sent to parents 
soliciting their input in helping the school better meet their needs.  The survey asked 
parents to respond to eight questions regarding their preferred information delivery 
method(s),  their interest or non-interest in attending a class on how parents can help 
their child at home and in selecting the type of class best suited to the parent’s need 
such as homework help, math/reading, ELL, etc.  The survey continued to seek the best 
venue for the program/class, for example, in the school, hosted by a parent or other 
suggestion.  The survey sought to determine the most convenient time of day or evening 
for the parent to attend a program, inquired about their child care provision needs, and 
other special needs such as an interpreter.  These questions sought to gain insight from 
parents regarding how the school could accommodate their needs in helping their child 
at school. 
 CSC Braxton also shared that when studying their school’s data, it was evident 
there was a chronic absentee problem in Pre-K and Kindergarten.  Therefore, the school 
determined there was a need to address this issue by targeting parents of 2 and 3 year 
olds and preparing them for school readiness.  During a site visit at Bryce, I observed 
this class being taught to parents with their 2 and 3 year olds.   Both CSC Braxton and 
Principal Karrington referred to this class which was provided to parents based on an 
identified need within their school community. 
 CSC Mitchell at Angelo Elementary believed she has earned the respect of 
people and affirmed that the principal was able to release some of the work to her as she 
“brought it up a notch”.  The principal realized she (CSC) had the capacity for 
community building and bringing folks in.  CSC Mitchell expressed that she had a 
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relationship with the supervisors sending partners or groups serving children into the 
school.  While she corresponds with them mostly by e-mail she also meets with them.  
She also has an ongoing relationship with CSI and the Service Council whom she 
credits with having connections and relationships with groups and organizations 
providing services to the children and families in the school.   
 CSC Mitchell does not coordinate meetings between parents and teachers as 
both she and the principal considered this as a more academic service however, she 
does meet with teachers and parents in out-of-school events and activities.  There are 
instances when occasionally a parent may express concern to CSC Mitchell who would 
then bring that situation to the attention of the principal in an informal manner.    
 CSC Mitchell considered herself collaborative and a community builder. She 
viewed the concept of community as not being simply one thing but about common 
vision, right relationships and “connecting with the people you serve”.  She described 
that concept as “where everybody sits down together at the table and shares your gifts 
and your food and everything”.  CSC Mitchell acknowledged that her theological 
background and her social work background came together for a common purpose in 
her role as a CSC.  She stated that her language and the manner in which she speaks to 
people are all inclusive and she speaks the language of community.  CSC Mitchell uses 
language purposely and stated that it is not lost on people who perhaps lack the same 
capacity for language. She believes people feel and hear they are respected by the way 
people speak to them.   
 Assuring that students and families were not left out or disregarded, CSC 
Mitchell gave an example of a partnership church recognizing students’ birthdays 
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quarterly.  She remembered when children were inadvertently left off the list they were 
not permitted to attend the celebration.  Therefore, she established procedures for 
checking the lists, verifying enrollment and assuring that a newly enrolled student was 
not left off because they enrolled late in the school year.  She further recognized that 
this required her developing a good relationship with the office staff as they provided 
her with lists to help her verify the data.  She comments on the office staff and others’ 
willingness to work together, 
The office staffs, the registrar, are real important.  They have to be willing to do 
a little something for me, because they don’t work for me.  Nobody works for 
me.  I do my job if people who don’t have to work with me are willing to work 
with me. 
 
Being sensitive to the highly transient population in the school, CSC Mitchell assumed 
the responsibility for setting up procedures for assessing enrollment and drop out 
patterns, assisting new entries so that no one was left out just because they were 
transient.  She commented: 
Knowing who belongs to whom and where they live and what neighborhoods 
they live in, I recruit kids into programs constantly.  It is ongoing.  I send 
information out in hopes that it gets to parents.   
 
She enrolls students in programs when they indicate an interest.  She confirms that 
communication is important.  
CSC Mitchell stated that the partnerships and the programs in the school must 
be purposeful and tied to students’ interest.  She also mentioned that in coordinating all 
the programs, she usually works the hardest when the teachers are not working (after 
school) because she coordinates all the afterschool time activities and is like the 
“afterschool principal”.  Citing some concerns when groups want to come into the 
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school to provide programs or activities but students’ interests are not conducive to the 
partnership, she gave this example. 
Folks sometimes want me to create a group so they can come in and do an 
activity and leave; but is takes hours and hours of work to put a group of kids 
together so someone can come in and feel good about doing something for poor 
people.  So I try to connect them with something that will make a partner in the 
school.  
 
She confirmed that consistency in a partnership helps her with budgeting as well.  For 
example, if a teacher wants to teach baton and there is student interest, CSC Mitchell is 
able to pay a stipend to the teacher.  The students would take baton for an hour followed 
by an hour of tutoring in reading.  Mitchell continued to discuss various other programs 
offered during after-school time which she intentionally sought based on their 
suitability for the children served in the school community.  As an example, she shared: 
“I have a six grade girls group called Circle of Friends and I paid our social worker to 
have an ongoing support group with the sixth grade girls because I wanted to do 
something special for them”.  She noted that it is important to provide the types 
programs and groups that children need and that they benefit from. 
CSC Braxton, shared that in order for the students to be successful and become 
members of that school community, they must be made to feel supported.  That means 
the students must know why they need to be successful and why they need to be 
contributing members of that community.  She stated the importance of students 
knowing what is expected of them when they leave their school and learn to be 
contributing members of society.   
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Relationships with Partners 
 Principal Smith also stressed the importance of their partners in bridging gaps.  
For example, while the CSC had a social work background, she also worked with other 
staff possessing social work background and a partnership with the juvenile court 
system to address absenteeism among students/families.  Principal Smith complimented 
the CSC with having a strong relationship with the community, the housing authorities, 
and apartment complexes and “really getting the neighborhood”.  The principal asserted 
that CSC Mitchell was respected in the community and was not afraid of the 
neighborhood.  Principal Smith credited bridging the relational gaps between the 
school, community and others as a result of having a good understanding “that 
everything boils down to relationships—relationships with students in order to get them 
to learn, relationships with the CSC, principal, to get anything done”.   
Upon reflecting on this further, former Principal Smith contended that since 
Angelo has evolved, the community interest was evolutionary.  Often, Principal Smith 
served as a broker as she asserted that her responsibility was in partnering with 
organizations, obtaining funding and donations and bringing in the financial resources 
to help the school and community.  She reflected, 
I would meet with different civic groups and say ‘I need you to do a fund drive 
for us.  I need you to help us with uniforms. I need you to help us with food’.  I 
would ask you for donations.   
 
She reiterated that the programming that community schools would offer, the trust and 
the manner in which the school responded to the community needs are evidenced when 
walking into the school:  “It has a good feeling when you walk in; parents are welcome 
and encouraged to stay and help the school”.  She attributed some of this success to the 
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social work background of CSC Mitchell recognizing that her experience in this 
profession was also very helpful for their school and school community as it evolved.   
Principal Smith affirmed, “You don’t have a community school without a coordinator”.  
Before the school had a coordinator, the principal shared, 
 I would open the building on Saturdays and Sundays.  I would monitor those 
types of things.  I would get teachers to make sure they extended their time to 
make sure there was plenty of supervision in the school for Boy Scouts, Girl 
Scouts, and other events and activities but those things were pretty limited.  I 
would meet with all the community people including Partners in Education.  
There were times that you can pass those things off if you have a quality CSC.  I 
think it’s an impossible situation without a CSC because of the level of ability to 
communicate with the entire faculty and community.   
 
The right person with a “heart for the community” is an important characteristic of the 
CSCs according to Principal Smith.   
Further, former Principal Smith states she now has hope that through the 
Neighborhood Revitalization project and the city, a specific new business will locate in 
the area where that would not have occurred five or six years ago.  She credited that 
change with the school being a community school. When I attended the Neighborhood 
Revitalization meeting, this specific business was referenced as residents asked how 
many jobs this new business would create for their community.   
 Likewise, Principal Karrington of Bryce Elementary expressed the importance 
of relationships in bridging the relational gaps among families, between families and 
schools, and between school and community organizations for continuous school and 
community improvement.  As an example of how the needs of her school community 
changed drastically, Principal Karrington gave an explicit account of how demographic 
changes affected her students’ performance as well as the school environment.  She 
credits a concerted effort inclusive of business, community, CSI and faith-based 
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partnerships with having supported the school, families and community through this 
time which benefited the children and families in the Bryce community over time. 
She affirmed that CSC’s relationship with partners must be as strong as the 
principal’s relationships with partners.  Principal Karrington stated that by both she and 
the CSC being involved, those relationships can remain strong.  She reiterated that as 
principal, she may have more skill and expertise in the instruction arena while the CSC 
had developed more expertise in the cultivation of partnerships although they both do 
some of this work together.  
 Principal Karrington at Bryce Elementary also stated that trust was important as 
the stakeholders must trust that she and the CSC will have the same mission, same goals 
and they both believe that the school is safe and that families must be supportive.  
Involving other school leaders in this work was important as the principal noted.  The 
CSC according to principal Karrington, “develops the relationships, seeks new 
relationships as the needs of the school changes but is very familiar with how to support 
instruction by knowing what teachers need and what kids need in the classroom to be 
successful”.   
 Although Principal Karrington did not believe it necessary that the CSC has 
prior experience with the same campus they are employed as CSC, she does note that it 
has served Bryce Elementary quite well.  CSC Braxton has a history with this campus 
as she also taught at this campus prior to being their CSC.  While the principal noted 
both she and the CSC already had a relationship with families at Bryce, she credited this 
relationship with the school’s ability to “go deeply” into their work with partnerships.  
She stated there now existed “reciprocal relationships” with partners.  “They assist us 
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with support through volunteers, money, programs and services but we also support 
them; our staff works with our partners as one of their support arms”, stated Principal 
Karrington when explaining the benefits she believed may be the result of she and CSC 
Braxton’s prior history with the campus and facilitating the cultivation of  relationships.  
As an example, principal Karrington shared that the staff of Bryce Elementary assisted 
the partners with their own fundraising and activities as they manned their events and 
became part of their partner’s culture.  She credited that with having the CSC at the 
same school for a long period of time because it allowed her to be familiar with the 
community and developed strong relationships with families.  She anticipated that in 
schools just beginning to incorporate a CSC into their community school, the 
relationship building may take more time for them to learn the community and learn 
their families, however, through CSI, she believed the new CSCs were getting support 
for their new roles. 
Citing another example of building relationships, principal Karrington 
expounded on another illustration, this one of “competing priorities” when the 
philanthropic partner, the district and CSI each articulated different directions for the 
partnership.  She stated the school had to figure out how to have a relationship with all 
three of those groups and satisfy each of their priorities at the same time.  This occurred 
when one of Bryce Elementary School’s premier funders decided their funding needed 
to be more directly connected to the CSC’s role and some specific school goals and 
outcomes instead of going to CSI resource center.  The funders expected more 
accountability, wanted the CSC to be a district employee as opposed to a CSI employee, 
and wanted set tangible achievement goals and measures of progress based on the 
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performance of a person or an idea, not the resource center.  Principal Karrington 
remembered that when this funder made that demand, it created some tension between 
the district, the funder and CSI.  At that point, principal Karrington and CSC Braxton 
talked in depth about the situation, considered all their facts and made a decision that 
they were going to do what was right for students and families in the Bryce community.  
For them, this meant that Bryce Elementary was going to take over the responsibility 
for the reporting, money management and supervision.  
Meeting the Academic and Social Needs of Students 
Programs, Services, Opportunities with Purpose 
 In addition to shared leadership, developing relationships and coordinating 
programs, the work of the CSC was connected to specific benefits which contributed to 
meeting the needs of children socially and academically.  Although principals were 
responsible for teaching and learning and they were the ones who assured there was an 
academic focus related to or integrated in the schools programming, the CSCs 
contributed to these as well.  The involvement of the principals in the programs that the 
CSCs developed reinforced an academic emphasis which suggests that the CSC played 
a role in meeting the academic and social needs of children. 
Principal Smith described the community school as a school “normally in a high 
poverty area” and she explained that her students’ parents “have not acquired a formal 
education beyond high school while some have not completed high school”.  She 
considered that in this school and community environment, it was important that the 
school provide opportunities for the children they serve and that are comparable to 
schools located in less economically challenged areas.  She explained that her students’ 
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parents do not have the “means to do soccer, basketball, drumming, violin, Boy/Girl 
Scouts”.  Therefore the community school, she asserted, provided these opportunities in 
a safe place that also welcomed parents.  She credited the CSC with facilitating those 
opportunities by coordinating the after-school activities with some academic supports 
such as tutoring in an extended learning time environment.   
Principal Smith viewed the CSC as the liaison between the school, academics, 
and social services programming for children and families.  She believed the school 
gave the children at Angelo “an experience that children get in middle and upper class 
schools from their college-educated parents”.  She stated that CSC Mitchell was the 
person conducting the out-of-school time which enabled the children and families to 
have those experiences.  She further noted the “CSC is going to be in charge of 
anything out-of-school-time and my role (principal) was to ensure academics got to be a 
part of that”.   
Principal Smith explained that the CSC coordinated between enrichment and 
tutoring (i.e., drumming, baton, art, music, Boys/Girls Club, tutoring, programs, etc.).  
She expected the CSC to work with the entire community and coordinate camps, field 
trips, and other activities which afforded enrichment and academic opportunities for 
children.  
Principal Karrington commented that she and the CSC shared the responsibility 
for the success of their students.  She stated that at Bryce, families feel safe and 
supported.  It is a place where families have hope for the future of their children and can 
realize their expectation that their children will be successful in school.  She viewed the 
CSC as being responsible for cultivating the services and supports that improve 
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conditions for learning.  As an example, the principal shared that when she hears the 
CSC talking with a teacher about how to distribute the Food for Kids backpacks on 
Fridays, that is an example of her describing the community school.  She explained, 
“They’re talking about how to get these backpacks in the hands of the kids that really 
need the most, how to do it with dignity, and how to do it so that kids feel supported”.   
Accountability in Meeting the Needs of Children and Families 
 Further, Principal Karrington elaborated on how the community school and the 
responsibilities of the CSC evolved over the last two years with their partners.  Partners 
at Bryce wanted some accountability and expected to know how they (school) were 
doing and how students were doing in the school.  The principal stated that their 
conversations with partners shifted from a conversation regarding what the partners can 
do for the school, to conversations about the influence of the CSC and the funding on 
meeting the needs of the children.  
 Important to the partners at Bryce Elementary is setting growth goals with 
measurements of evidence that the goals link to achievement.   Principal Karrington 
recognized that the partners at Bryce wanted proof that their efforts (and funding) were 
making a difference in the lives of children.  Therefore, the principal and CSC provided 
data and feedback to the partners.   Beyond stating that the donations from the partners 
“will help our children not be hungry”, the principal considered it was more accurate to 
say “children who are not hungry have better attendance and children who have better 
attendance have improved academic performance as well”.  Therefore, Bryce reports 
those connections to partners as part of their responsibility to be held accountable and to 
emphasize the importance of the role of the CSC.  This was an important part of the 
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responsibility of the CSC—to be transparent about and staying focused on those 
measureable goals. This was also a direct indication of the influence on meeting the 
academic and social needs of children in the community school. 
 Principal Karrington also attributed the academic success of her students in the 
6th grade to the “power of target work with a focus by the CSC, the principal and 
teachers collectively setting a goal and measuring it”.  She elaborated on the expansion 
of their goals, 
We are adding that focus to her work because we have a huge problem with 
early chronic absenteeism in Pre-K and Kindergarten.  Now that we know that 
focused community schools intervention can achieve some outcomes, we know 
how to apply that to another arena—supported by the social services 
coordinator. 
 
During one of my site visits at Bryce Elementary, this class was observed as the 
younger children and their parent(s) were in training with the school staff.   
Eliminating Barriers in the Community School 
CSC Mitchell at Angelo Elementary stated that her role “eliminates barriers to 
children’s learning and eliminates experiential barriers” that afford the children at 
Angelo learning experiences equivalent to those experienced from more affluent 
neighborhood schools and families.  She concluded that because of the poverty levels in 
her school, many students’ “life of language is so barren” and because of the 
partnerships with a local university and their mentors, the children have opportunities to 
speak with and discuss science fair projects and defend their projects with professionals.  
This she believed exposed the children to rich learning opportunities.   
 CSC Mitchell credited her after school programming for affording students an 
opportunity to be exposed to mentors/coaches which also allow them experiences in 
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playing sports.  She stated that there are opportunities for parents as well as they are 
taught to support their children and encourage them to succeed.  She stipulated that 
playing in sports or aspiring for academic excellence required involvement and 
commitment of parents.  Therefore she commented, “We’re teaching the parents how to 
support their children. These kids aren’t going to junior high without any basketball or 
soccer or any skills like that, they’re going with some skills”.  CSC Mitchell believed 
these experiences prepare the students to try-out and belong on a team and they are 
better prepared as a result of the experiences they’ve received at Angelo.  As a result of 
this programming, their parents too now have experience in supporting them.   
 Further, CSC Mitchell elaborated on how the students benefit when parents take 
an active part in their lives by supporting them as they aspire to participate in sports or 
academics.  She reiterated the importance of parents understanding that it requires them 
to get their children to practice, to games, or to obtain a uniform.  As well it requires 
parents and students to conduct themselves in a manner conducive to those athletic or 
academic events.  She noted that in the community school, it is part of their 
responsibility (and her role especially) to teach parents and students how to behave in 
different settings.  This gave parents an opportunity to “step up and learn to support 
their child”.  She further stated:  “If we weren’t giving them opportunities to do this, 
then we can’t criticize them for not doing it.”   
CSC Mitchell assured that when there is absence of parent or family support for 
the child, her role helped children learn to recruit their own support.   She believed that 
when children lack support from a parent, then others such as a neighbor or an extended 
family member can provide that support.  She subscribed to giving the parents and 
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families occasions to rise up to the expectations of supporting their children and she 
believed through her work and the work of the community school, they can derive those 
skills and be supportive.  
 CSC Braxton affirmed she believed that her role serves to meet the academic 
and social needs of students.  It is easier, she commented, to point out the ways her role 
meets the social needs for example through the mentoring with Big Brothers/Big 
Sisters, children’s therapy and therapeutic services which are provided onsite. While 
she credited these services, programs, and partnerships with addressing social needs, 
she also confirmed that they do address academics as well.  She stated that it is not easy 
to translate the influence on test scores but in meeting the social needs of children such 
as the provision of clothing, food and services, the children know they are well cared 
for and loved.  She believed those provisions influenced test scores as they addressed 
the basic needs people require. 
 Additionally, CSC Braxton reflected on early lessons learned when as a teacher 
she realized the importance of meeting the needs of each student on an individual basis. 
She compared that to the work in a community school.  She remembered when as a 
teacher at the same school she now serves as a CSC, the services were there from the 
foundation.   They were the first school that had school-based mental health services.  
She articulated, “We just built it up” and now it’s the culture that was created by the 
principal whom she credited for setting the tone and the vision exemplified at Bryce.   
Elaborating further, CSC Braxton noted that her work can be defined as doing 
anything that she can to make a child’s experience at school better and more productive.  
She stated that this work could entail getting a pair of shoes, helping them get clean 
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clothes, food, or it could entail helping their parent(s) getting the electricity 
reconnected, obtaining transportation to a doctor’s appointment or helping someone 
find a bed.  She described her work and the work of the community school as all-
encompassing service for families.  “We do whatever it takes for these kids.  And if 
you’re a kindergarten teacher, you care as much about the fifth grade as you do about 
your kindergarten class and vice versa” she affirmed. 
 CSC Braxton also referred to how her work sometimes entailed working with 
small groups such as the small group of children and parents who are not yet enrolled in 
school.  She noted that because the school is trying to get younger students “school 
ready”, they extended a program to two and three year olds.  During a site visit at Bryce 
Elementary, I observed this class as the younger children and their parent(s) were in 
training with the staff.  This school readiness class also was an example of how the CSC 
contributed to meeting the academic and social needs of children and also applied a 
parent component for the achievement of that goal. 
 With CSI being involved with the community school initiative from its 
inception, the perspective of the Director of CSI contributed to better understand the 
role of the CSC in meeting the academic and social needs of children.  Director Mason 
indicated that the work of the CSC “removes non-academic barriers for the children and 
families to really help them succeed” not only to achieve in school but to be successful 
however the families define success.  She stated that the CSC is responsible for meeting 
the needs of children and families by managing the programs, services and 
opportunities that come into the school and around the neighborhood.   
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Director Mason emphasized the importance of opportunities for the children and 
families and noted that it is not about programs but about opportunities.  She further 
explained that the work of the CSC and community schools entails engaging students 
and families to work with them “in their education” and to help them be engaged in that 
educational experience and life experiences.  She believed that it is not about the 
education alone but their life experiences that matter most.  Director Mason believed 
that if students and families are engaged then they will hopefully continue to go into a 
career or college so that they will be successful.  She noted that they (CSI) are careful 
not to speak just about achievement because too often achievement is compared to 
grades.  She stated her conviction that success in life is bigger than just the academic 
child.   
 Director Mason of CSI reiterated that the community school and the work of the 
CSC are about relationships and partnerships that are brought into the community by 
the work of the CSC.  Differentiating this concept from the school-linked or school-
based services, she stated that those services are provided by entities wishing to adhere 
to their own mission and require no relationship from or with families.  She affirmed 
that in a community school, the common vision looks at the whole child as they sit in 
that family in that engaged community.  In her opinion she acknowledged this as the 
best mechanism for student success. 
Teaching and Learning Supports in the Community School 
CSC’s Work Enabling the Principal to Focus on Teaching and Learning 
 The community school coordinator emerged as a key figure in freeing the 
principal to practice the major work of teaching and learning while the CSC forged 
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relationships inside and outside the school community.  While some of the work was 
shared between CSC and principal, a significant part of the CSC’s role enabled the 
principal to focus on instruction.  Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the social network between 
the schools, the CSC and internal and external partners. 
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Figure 3 
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formal meetings, therefore, the CSC served as the liaison between the community and 
the principal.  She scheduled meetings which freed up the principal.  CSC Mitchell 
further added that she did not meet with the principal formally but she had access to the 
principal at various times since their offices were next to each other.   
Similarly, CSC Braxton asserted that she had the autonomy to assume some 
responsibilities which took certain tasks “off the plate of the principal”.  She took care 
of all the community and parent engagement work which freed the principal to “work 
on the academic side”.  Again she referenced “shared leadership” as part of the way the 
school is operated in the building and in the community.  CSC Braxton viewed her work 
with partners as a major part of her responsibility. She was the “point person” they talk 
to and schedule with.  All of this is taken off the principal’s plate because the CSC does 
it.   
 Principal Smith of Angelo commented that she relied on her CSC and does not 
have to assume all of the work alone.  She believed that both the principal and the CSC 
must share common beliefs and be willing to assume some of the hard work which 
community schools entail because without that cohesiveness the programming would 
“go away”.  Principal Smith stated that the CSC is vital to a community school as the 
skills required for a successful CSC are not typical in other employees relative to their 
experience and educational backgrounds.    
 Principal Karrington of Bryce viewed the CSC’s work as important as her own 
work as instructional leader.  The CSC she stated, cultivates the supports that families 
need to be successful in school.  The principal confirmed that without the CSCs work in 
that area, her work as a principal would not be as powerful.  Principal Karrington 
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reflected on a time when she assumed the responsibility of collecting data as well as 
coordinated volunteers, partners and attended events.  She (principal) made those parent 
contacts as well as being responsible for talking with new parents.  She took charge of 
scheduling times to meet with parents and leading parent meetings.  As principal, 
Karrington would set the agenda and sometimes obtain guest speakers.  Now she 
acknowledged the CSC assumes those responsibilities while she as the principal can 
spend her time on teaching and learning.  
 Similarly, both principals relied of the CSC which enabled them to focus on 
assuming their predominant roles as instructional leaders.  Likewise both CSCs agreed 
that their work focused on coordinating and managing partnerships for the school and 
community while taking this part of the work “off the principal’s plate” enabling the 
principal to focus on teaching and learning.   
 CSC Braxton viewed her role as an evolving one.  At the inception, she was the 
one who would “gets things” for families and saw the role evolve to what she described 
now as helping families and children with situations.  She provided that support for 
those families within the school community as well as others attending different schools 
that now connect with her via the families in the Bryce community.  As an example, 
CSC Braxton, recalled when a parent from another school came in for help processing 
an application.  CSC Braxton commented, “Old families come back because they know 
we’re a safe place; they know that we can help them and that we do help them”.   
Similarly she gave another example of the partners and community responding to the 
needs of a family whose apartment burned.  She credits the quick response for the 
families to the social networking between school, community and partners.  She stated 
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“they (community and partners) were reaching out to the family, and I didn’t even know 
what had happened yet”.   
Summary 
Similarities and differences exists as each community school coordinator works 
within the context of her community school with each CSC’s relationship with the 
principal influencing to what degree the work was shared and diffused within the school 
and community.  Delineating duties and responsibilities contributed to the collaborative 
work of the CSC with the principals as each sought to balance each other’s work 
without duplication.   
Fostering meaningful relationships for the purpose of meeting the needs of 
children and families was consistently referenced during the interviews and served to 
inform the social networks which most benefited the school and community.  While the 
principal played a critical role in removing structural barriers within their schools, it 
was the CSC who fostered and nurtured ongoing relationships with families, partners, 
community members and various stakeholders resulting in benefits for children and 
families.   
Additionally, when there is consistency in the leadership of a school (i. e. same 
principal and same CSC over time), according to CSI Mason, those social networks 
have become denser and solidly established.  She noted: 
With the capacity of that coordinator to have a clear understanding of the vision, 
a clear understanding of roles and responsibilities, a clear understanding of the 
needs of the partners and their needs as a school and matching those up, those 
partners now don’t need as much of that cross-communication.  They already 
know each other, because (as an example), CSC Braxton spent a lot of time over 
the first three years having those meetings.   Now you’re seeing a lot of cross-
fertilization just among the partners and they don’t have to necessarily go 
through her (CSC) every time they need to communicate something.  Those 
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social networks have really established with the capacity of that CSC to have a 
clear understanding of the vision, a clear understanding of roles and 
responsibilities, a clear understanding of the needs of the partners and their 
needs as a school and matching those up.  It is then kind of just letting the voice 
and choice go for them and that’s been fun to watch, and that does happen in 
some of the other schools. 
 
In sum, having a clear vision for the community school is incumbent upon the 
principal yet it is so vitally important it facilitates the CSC and principals engagement in 
shared leadership.  It lays a foundation for defining the emerging and important role of 
the CSC as they develop relationships and the social network between school and 
community for the purpose of improving the social and academic needs of children in 
the community school. 
While each CSC was unique in meeting the needs of her school and community, 
each fulfilled a specific purpose in meeting the needs of the families and community 
they serve.  Each enabled the principal to focus on teaching and learning by deliberately 
taking the non-academic matters from the direct responsibility of the principal and 
fostering relationships with multiple stakeholders for the purpose of benefiting children 
and families in the schools.   
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Chapter 5 
Discussion 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to explore how the role of a community school 
coordinator contributed to building the school’s social network for the purpose of 
meeting the academic and social needs of children in the school.  In schools, social 
networks are the relationships and ties among people inside and outside the school who 
collectively contribute to improved quality of life for children and families.  In this 
study, social network is defined as the relationships and ties among people contributing 
to a sustained effort to build and support the cooperative and interdependent 
relationships in a community (such as a school)…that are necessary to achieve results 
(Bailey, 2006, p. 4).   
There was little research on the contributions or influence of a community 
school coordinator on developing social networks in schools for the purpose of helping 
children and families lead better lives.  This exploratory case study (Yin, 2009) 
examined the role of two community school coordinators to better understand to what 
extent this role served as an intermediary agent working to develop the school social 
network in two urban elementary schools for the benefit of meeting the academic and 
social needs of children.  In examining the findings, several insights merit further 
consideration to shed light on the role and responsibilities of the CSC.   
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Leadership and Shared Influence 
Participants in the study spoke extensively of the importance of leadership being 
shared.  The community schools model situates leadership as an essential principle 
guiding reform.  Leadership is not only the responsibility of the principal, but also other 
leaders such as parents, teachers, and community leaders positioned to influence the 
lives of children (Blank, Berg and Melaville, 2006; Community School Coalition, 
2006).   
Research supports that balancing the increased accountability for leadership and 
managerial responsibilities is a challenge for principals today and should no longer be 
considered the sole responsibility of one leader (Lambert, 2002; Leithwood & Riehl, 
2003; Portin & Knapp, 2011).  Describing shared leadership as having multiple leaders 
equally skilled and responsible for all the practices and processes, participants in the 
study “performed the work together or collectively”, “taking it off her plate”, and 
realized “no hierarchical” positioning that would prohibit sharing the scope of the work 
in the community school.   Assuring teachers, parents and the community understood 
the concept of shared leadership (Lambert, 2002; Leithwood & Riehl, 2003; Portin & 
Knapp, 2011) was important as people became acquainted with the new position of 
CSC.  The CSC was considered a vital part of the school which enabled the principal to 
have some things “taken off her plate”.  Everyone worked together regardless of 
position and regardless of the level of the task.  There was not a task too minute or a 
person or position so hierarchical that they were absolved from doing the work in the 
community school.   
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   The CSC together with the principal at Bryce were involved in the process of 
identifying new needs for people to assume leadership roles which aimed to guide 
practices, services and programs for their school and community.  Cross-boundary 
leadership is a collaborative approach to leadership which reaches across structural 
boundaries to create and enact shared responsibilities among entities which in turn 
influence the lives of children (Adams, 2010; Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011).  While 
cross-boundary is a component of the community schools model, it was shared 
leadership most referenced by participants in the study. 
Shared leadership enabled the principals to perform their primary role as 
instructional leaders and on teacher effectiveness (Lambert, 2002; Leithwood & Riehl, 
2003; Portin & Knapp, 2011) while the CSCs focused on the relationships, partnerships 
and out-of-school time.  Cognizant that principals cannot do the massive work of school 
improvement alone, a growing body of research support that one administrator alone 
can no longer be held responsible for instructional leadership for an entire school 
without engaging substantial participation from others in the field (Elmore, 2000; 
Lambert, 1998; Lambert et al, 1995; Lambert, Collay, Dietz, Kent, & Richert, 1997; 
Olson, 2000; Poplin, 1994; Spillane, Halverton, & Diamond, 2001).  CSCs were 
empowered to lead Site Team meetings inclusive of community and school members, 
send memoranda, coordinate meetings between multiple stakeholders and schedule 
programming.  These meetings were inclusive of out of school agencies, businesses, 
faith-based, political and governmental agencies who shared interest in meeting the 
needs of the school and school community (Fusarelli, 2008).    
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Shared leadership posited the role of the CSC as an integral part of the 
community school.  Cross-boundary (Adams, 2010; Adams & Jean-Marie, 2011) and 
shared leadership (Lambert, 2002) included other people in the building resolving that it 
was not the responsibility of just one person to drive the community school efforts in 
the building.  Each of the participants in the study described the work of the CSC from a 
shared leadership, cross-boundary leadership, and/or leadership team perspective 
however, each CSC’s relationship with the principal influenced the degree leadership 
was shared on each campus. 
Developing Relationships to Connect Families and Communities with Schools 
Emphasizing the need for school leaders to build coalitions engaging all 
stakeholders entails inclusion of all parties.  However, this is not the work of a lone 
leader.  Community and organizations working collaboratively with schools and 
communities offer support and opportunities for social and economic health of families 
and communities (Briggs & Mueller, 1997).  Developing social networks across 
boundaries between school and community takes on a holistic approach that potentially 
improves the quality of life for the whole child (Warren, 2005).   
CSCs played an important role in working with neighborhood associations, area 
coalitions, community, business and faith-based organizations, universities, parents, 
teachers and staff.  One CSC assisted the neighborhood revitalization committee 
members in contacting neighborhood and school parents, staff and community members 
as a major initiative was introduced in this area of the city.  
The role of the Community School Coordinator takes on the position of 
representing the network and taking responsibility for engaging individuals and families 
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in opportunities within the network (Plastrik & Taylor, 2004).  The study revealed that 
the responsibilities of the CSC were essential to building, nurturing and sustaining the 
relationship with external and internal constituents who were able to provide resources 
to support the school. 
 The CSCs in this study served as the liaison to the principal and between the 
school, academics and social services for children and families.  As the coordinator of 
the after school programs, the CSCs work with various internal and external 
stakeholders provided students with experiences and opportunities which might 
otherwise be unavailable to students attending high poverty schools. CSCs assumed 
front-line responsibilities for working with the entire community and coordinated 
camps, field trips, community meetings, social services and other activities and 
programs which benefited students, parents and community members.   Leadership 
expands beyond the typical school community to enjoin others in purposeful action 
(Lin, 2001).   
Developing relationships and seeking new relationships based on school needs 
was incumbent upon the CSC and her ability to connect with families, children, staff 
and the community.  The CSC is evolving as a weaver and connector (Jordan, 2006; 
Fusarelli, 2008) as the one responsible for developing relationships.  Rather than 
gathering many isolated activities or programs for implementation in the school, the 
CSC was responsible for developing long-lasting relationships and partnerships which 
were mutually rewarding and reciprocal.  Developing dense social relationships and 
strong normative bonds foster a sense of belonging among school members and 
community partners (Adams, 2010).   
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CSCs spend significant time cultivating services and supports that improve the 
conditions for learning in the school.  These conditions for learning are 1) seamless 
system from birth to post-secondary, 2)core instructional program; 3) motivated and 
engaged students; 4) holistic needs are addressed; 5) family-school partnerships, and 6) 
safe school environment (TACSI, n.d.; Adams, 2010).  The CSC’s role encompassed 
responsibilities inclusive of acquiring basic family needs such as clothing or food to one 
focusing on the community at large.  Working with partners and engaging them to work 
together to meet the needs of the school and the community was an integral part of the 
CSCs work.  Through social networking, these partners and community members 
interact with each other to respond to community and school needs.  This was the result 
of social networking.  The CSC works to bring resources to the hub (i. e. school) which 
is described as a focal point for network connectivity and activity (Plastrik & Taylor, 
2004).  The CSC represents a key position to influence the lives of children (Blank, 
Berg & Melaville, 2006; Coalition for Community Schools, 2006).  Each CSC served as 
an advocate for programs and services that were sustainable and were important to 
students and family needs and interests. 
Meeting the Academic and Social Needs of Children  
The philosophy that undergirds community schools model is an integrative focus 
on academic, family support, health and social services, and youth and community 
development (Coalition for Community Schools, 2006).  This fusion leads to improved 
student learning, strong families and healthier communities (Coalition for Community 
Schools, 2006, p. v).  The role of the CSC is charged with the mission to remove non-
academic barriers to students’ and families’ success.  Success is not defined as 
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academic achievement or test scores, but rather by access to opportunities for children 
to achieve success.  This approach enjoins others in the development of the whole child 
beyond the child’s cognitive abilities (Blank, Melaville & Shah, 2003, 2006; Coalition 
for Community Schools, n.d.; Jean-Marie, et al, 2010).   
The Community School Coordinators served in high-poverty schools and served 
to assist children and families with basic needs as well as opportunities to participate in 
academic, sports, fine arts, clubs, organizations and enrichment in an extended learning 
school environment.  The CSCs and principals in the study concurred that the 
responsibilities of the CSC included building a strong network of supports to ensure the 
needs of children and families were met.  As an example, CSC Mitchell saw her role as 
one “eliminating experiential barriers to children’s learning” and giving them a 
comparable experience as those afforded to children from more affluent families.  
Utilizing the partners and through the after-school programming, students were able to 
participate in soccer, basketball, tutoring, clubs/organizations and fine arts.  These 
opportunities would otherwise not be available for the children at Angelo without the 
partnerships with the community partners, faith-based and teachers.   
Teaching parents also contributed to meeting the needs of students academic and 
social needs as parents were made aware of how to respond and support their children, 
resolve conflicts and the importance of making a commitment when children aspired to 
participate in sports or academic events.  As an example, CSC Braxton worked with 
families in their apartment complex to help with conflict resolution and bullying issues 
and to help the families respond when their children did not get along.  And CSC 
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Mitchell’s afterschool programming included tutoring and showing children how to 
advocate for themselves while teaching parents to meet the needs of their children.   
 The benefits of networks, most apparent for middle-class families, are as a result 
of access to information channels and trusting relationships gained through these social 
networks to secure school advantages for their children (Coleman, 1987, 1988; Horvat, 
Weininger & Lareau, 2003; Lareau, 1989, 2003; Lareau & Weininger, 2003; Ream & 
Palardy, 2008; Stanton -Salazar, 1997).   As such, the CSCs worked to eliminate 
barriers to success for children and giving them comparable experiences as those of 
children from more affluent homes and families.  
 Both CSCs provide opportunities to parents assisting them in helping their 
children.  Adams (2009) suggests that social and affective characteristics of school 
cultures can evoke parents’ willingness to support student learning and school 
performance.  The capacity of the social environment and its influence on shaping 
parent responsibility may be limited by the strength of the parent social network (Curry, 
2011).  When parents develop skills to work with their children, they enhance the 
child’s learning experience.  Thus, CSC Mitchell explains that when children aspire to 
participate in sports, arts or academics, it requires a commitment from the parent.  
Therefore, she believed that it is important to give parents the opportunity to “step up 
and learn to support their child”.  She placed that responsibility on the parent while 
teaching them the importance of assuming their responsibility.   
Likewise, CSC Braxton worked with parents and children in developing school 
readiness skills.  This stemmed from identifying a chronic absenteeism problem in Pre-
K and Kindergarten.  Responding to this problem, CSC Braxton along with the school 
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social worker coordinated a class for parents and the two or three year olds in their 
school community to help build a strong school connection and to develop the 
awareness of the importance of early school attendance and participation.  The 
community school coordinator potentially works to bring resources to the school which 
is described as a focal point for network connectivity and activity (Plastrik & Taylor, 
2004).   
Significant to how each CSC responded to the families in the community is the 
timely contribution of providing an intervention when most needed and for the benefit 
of children and families.  Research supports that over extended periods of time and with 
consistent interventions, the life of an individual can be changed by influencing the 
environment in which they reside (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998).  Further, by 
changing an environment, children in poverty have the opportunity to realize their 
human potential and to develop to their fullness (Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1993, 1994a, 
1994b).  Significant to early responses to children’s lives is the research affirming that 
what matters most in families is the quality of the relationships and activities that take 
place in families which even overrides the assumption that quality relationships only 
reside best in two-parent home structures (Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992; 
Bronfenbrenner & Morris, p. 1016).  Both CSCs response to assisting parents of 
children develop readiness skills or “stepping up” to help their children participate in 
after school activities served as an early intervention and was based on the identification 
of need within the school community.  
 The CSC’s influence in developing relationships and partnerships in and around 
the community was important to meeting the needs of the school community.  The 
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CSCs assume responsibility for the day-to-day management of programs, services and 
opportunities that enter the school and school community.  CSCs are essential to 
“removing those non-academic barriers for students and their families to really help 
them be successful”.  This role supports the conditions for learning and establishing 
those in the school and community.  The CSC is then the voice and coordinator of 
programs, services and opportunities and establishes partnerships and relationships 
around those core components of the community school model.  Principal Karrington 
asserted that her CSC spent “an equal amount of time throughout the day with partners, 
teachers and families” which was also important to the work of CSC Mitchell at 
Angelo. 
In sum, the CSC represents a key position to influence the lives of children 
(Blank, Berg and Melaville, 2006; Coalition for Community Schools, 2006).  Bridging 
social capital enables people to “get ahead”, e.g., by providing job referrals,  job 
counseling and training, child care, and transportation to work and appointments 
(Bailey, 2006; Fusarelli, 2008; Kirst & Kelley, 1995; Wang, Haertel, & Walberg, 1995) 
i. e. helping them find solutions to obstacles and problems affecting their lives.  This 
was evidenced in the work of the CSCs as they taught parents to support their children, 
taught children to advocate for themselves, helped in acquiring transportation and 
sought to connect children and families with whatever they needed to be successful.   
CSCs believed that it is important to give parents the opportunity to “step up and 
learn to support their child” and they placed that responsibility on the parent while 
teaching them the importance of assuming the responsibility.  They also contended that 
support for children comes in various forms and when those supports are not provided 
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by a parent, it can be provided by an extended family member or friends.  CSCs viewed 
their role as one “giving others an opportunity to rise and take advantage of those 
opportunities accessible to them so that they may live richer lives”.   
Developing Trusting Relationships with Parents and Families 
The CSCs work with multiple stakeholders.  As such, their ability to earn trust 
of the families and staff was essential to bridging relational gaps in the community and 
the school.  In schools, the function of social network is premised on establishing close 
ties and trust among people within a network to heighten the possibilities of achieving 
collective ends (Warren, 2005).   
The fact that each of the CSCs had previous relationships with members of the 
community played a significant part in their success.  CSCs had relationships with the 
teaching staff as one of them was previously a teacher at the same school.  Both CSCs 
developed relationships with the apartment complexes, housing authorities, and 
neighborhood associations and earned the trust of the families in the neighborhood and 
community.  “The parents knew they could trust her, because they trusted her in the 
apartment complexes.  They knew that what she said meant something.” Trust was 
equally important between the principal and CSC in order to accomplish the work of the 
community school. 
The CSC played an important part in bringing in the right programs and services 
into the school rather than a large quantity of programs or activities performed in 
isolation.  The CSCs sought partnerships for the school and sought those partners 
wishing to invest time and effort into the school and school community over a long 
period of time.  
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CSCs were purposeful and intentional in selecting programs, activities and 
events for the schools.  As an example, CSC Mitchell commented that sometimes 
people wanted to come into the school for a one-time activity “so someone can come in 
and feel good about doing something for poor people”.  The CSC would connect them 
with something that would make a partner in the school and not just a random activity.  
As well she made certain the activity was of interest to the children and not simply a 
one-time-event aimed at meeting the needs of only the provider.  Reciprocity mattered.  
Mutuality of ties played a significant part in the diffusion of resources in the school and 
community.  A relationship between two people (or entities) is reciprocal when both 
indicate they are connected to one another (as cited in Daly, 2010, p. 100; Moolenaar & 
Sleegers, 2010).   
Reciprocity was evident when relationships had been established for a longer 
period of time and when the school was considered more mature and immersed in the 
community school reform model.  As an example, principal Karrington noted both she 
and the CSC already had a relationship with families at Bryce.  She credited this 
relationship with the school’s ability to “go deeply” into their work with partnerships.  
She stated there now existed “reciprocal relationships” with partners.  “They assist us 
with support through volunteers, money, programs and services but we also support 
them; our staff works with our partners as one of their support arms”, stated Principal 
Karrington when explaining the benefits she believed may be the result of she and CSC 
Braxton’s prior history with the campus and facilitating the cultivation of  relationships.  
As an example, principal Karrington shared that the staff of Bryce Elementary assisted 
the partners with their own fundraising and activities as they manned their events and 
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became part of their partner’s culture.  She credited that with having the CSC at the 
same school for a long period of time because it allowed her to be familiar with the 
community and developed strong relationships with families.   
Visibility, communication and trust are important in developing relationships 
with parents and in assuring their inclusion in the school and community they reside. In 
schools, the function of social network is premised on establishing close ties and trust 
among people within a network to heighten the possibilities of achieving collective ends 
(Warren, 2005).   The CSCs developed relationships with parents through their 
involvement and participation in the neighborhood organizations, apartments, housing 
authorities and school.  Further aiding in those relationships was the CSCs presence at 
athletic games and their afterschool and weekend activities which took place in the 
school or the community.   
The CSC according to Principal Smith is the liaison between the school and the 
academic portion and social services type programming for children and families.  
Personal relationships are fundamental to successful interagency collaborations 
(Fusarelli, 2008; Coleman, 1990; Driscoll & Kerchner, 1999). The principal stated that 
the CSC was the “constant” on her campus and in the community having been a stable 
and long-term trusted member of the community, school and neighborhood.  The CSC 
was viewed as the coordinator of programs including business and faith-based 
organizations.  Goldring and Hausman (2000) suggest that principals would benefit 
from a liaison to help them build relationships with other community-based agencies.  
Likewise Principal Karrington considered CSC Braxton as the developer of 
relationships, seeking new relationships as per the school’s needs.  Spending equal 
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amounts of time throughout the day with partners, teachers and families, she takes the 
lead in the area of working with partners but shares responsibility for student success.   
Spending time with partners, teachers and families by being visible and communicating 
played a significant part in the CSCs being trusted and valued in the school and school 
community. 
Structural Location of the CSC in Relation to the Work of the Community School 
 Situating the CSC in close physical proximity to the principal was a contributing 
factor to bridging relational gaps and improved communication.  Each CSC’s office was 
located near the principal’s office and enabled the CSC to see, hear and speak to 
families as they entered the school.  As well, it enabled frequent and timely 
conversations between the busy principals and their CSCs without requiring formal 
meetings.  As noted by Principal Smith at Angelo, 
My first year, I actually had the community school coordinator down the hall 
from me and yet she would miss many, many things that happened in the office 
such as a teacher being absent or a child being absent.  She would miss parents 
pulling their kids out or upset about a particular program.  I subsequently moved 
her into an office right beside my office.  We shared a common wall.  Then she 
got to see and hear what was going on. That was something she needed to know.  
She was part of my executive leadership staff and that is a role we developed.  
  
Likewise, Principal Karrington noted the proximity of the CSC in front of the 
school and the fact that she could hear the CSC speaking to parents about the 
community school and communicating their shared interest in the success of children 
and families as they enrolled in the school.  CSC Braxton stated, “We’re both at the 
front of the building, so we talk all the time”.  The structural location of each CSC in 
proximity to the principal helps to formalize the role as she was perceived.  While 
proximity has been studied in relation to teachers’ social networking, it has not been 
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studied in how proximity influences the work of the CSC with the principal.  Research 
suggests that physical proximity matters.  Proximity is a strong predictor of tie 
formation (Krackhardt, 1991; Coburn, Choi, & Mata, 2010).  Proximity is defined as 
physical distance separating people in the workplace and the likelihood they will 
overlap and communicate about their work (Monge et al 1985; Coburn, Choi, & Mata, 
2010, p. 35).  In the case of the CSCs, proximity facilitated better communication 
between them and the principal and in assuming the informal leadership role in the 
building. 
CSC Serves as Connector and Weaver of the Social Network and Developing Social 
Capital 
 The community school coordinator operates as a “connector and weaver” 
in the social network (Jordan, 2006).  The community school coordinator potentially 
connects families with teachers, families with essential resources and services, and the 
school with community resources and opportunities (Adams, Jean-Marie, 2010).  
According to Warren, Thompson, and Saegert (2001) mobilizing the social capacities of 
the school may be even more powerful than achieving educational goals because it 
empowers people to utilize available assets and mobilize these social relationships to 
lobby for greater resources (p. 136).  As such, the community school coordinators 
connected families with communities and communities with families for the purpose of 
achieving beneficial resources, services and opportunities. 
  Connecting parents and the neighborhood with the Neighborhood Revitalization 
efforts in the Angelo community was influenced by the connections and relationships 
previously established by the CSC as she knew the residents and was able to provide 
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contact information for the associates of the project enabling them to contact members 
of the community.  Leadership for the purpose of developing social networks serve as a 
connecting role (Bailey, 2006) and serves as a leader, weaver and connector whose 
responsibility is to the network.  Through her connections, the CSC was able to 
mobilize the community residents and activate their participation in the Neighborhood 
Revitalization meetings.  Serving as a weaver and a connector (Plastrik & Taylor, 
2004), the CSC served to build relationships and learn about families interests, skills 
and needs with the intent to encourage more than one connection to the network.   
While community schools are located in high poverty school communities, the CSCs 
served to bridge relational gaps by being present and knowing the communities they 
serve.   
  Relevant to this study is the bridging tie which is established between people in 
generalized and institutional networks.  These ties lead to the formation of bridging 
social capital that connects people to resources across networks and may make the 
resources that exist in one network accessible to members of another (Bailey, 2006).   
The boundary-crossing example in Angelo’s community served to demonstrate how a 
relationship crossed boundary lines as part of the social network for the purpose of 
helping communities.  CSI stated, 
Heritage Church is way out North and a long distance from the school they 
support.  However, because of the relationship the CSC had with someone in 
their congregation, they actually now are hugely involved in this distanced 
elementary school and with another smaller congregation that they had the 
relationship with because that congregation is in the school community.  
Therefore it not only was a small congregation coming into the school, it 
actually reached farther North through that relationship that the CSC 
established. It’s not just thinking about what’s in your surrounding 
neighborhood but it’s much broader than that. 
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Connecting and weaving, these two groups were brought together via their relationship 
with the CSC. 
Parental and community access to the school after hours served to allow 
residents in the neighborhood to appreciate their school and to have a sense of 
belonging.  The message that the school belonged to the community and had access to 
the playground, gardens, walkways and facilities after school hours played an important 
part of the residents feeling safe and belonging to the school community.  This work 
was facilitated by the CSC whose work hours extend beyond the regular school day.    
 While the principals were instrumental in removing structural impediments to 
the school and community access, it was the CSC who fostered and nurtured ongoing 
interactions and relationships between groups.  The CSC operates as a “connector and 
weaver” in a social network (Jordan, 2006).  The community school coordinator 
potentially connects family with teachers, families with essential resources and services, 
and the school with community resources and opportunities (Adams, Jean-Marie, 2010).  
As an example, the enrollment at Angelo Elementary increased from 170 students in 
2003 to approximately 478 students in 2012. Former principal Smith attributes this 
growth to the fact that their programming and the work of the staff and CSC made the 
school a welcoming place.   
Specific to meeting the needs of their families and bridging relational gaps were 
the opportunities afforded parents based on the needs of the particular school and 
community.  For example, because some of the parents from Angelo were previously 
incarcerated, the school provided for those who were incarcerated to meet their 
community service requirements at the school.  Parents were “shown how to do the 
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community service and how that was to look in a school”.   Likewise, CSC Mitchell’s 
previous experience with the families and community in apartment complexes, housing 
authority, neighborhoods was a bridging factor for the school and school community as 
she was a trusted figure.  Similarly because of a bullying issue at an apartment complex, 
CSC Braxton’s relationships with families enabled her to work with parents at their 
apartment complex to facilitate resolution of the issue and their concerns. 
 Having strong relational ties to the families and community served the CSC well 
in the capacity of bridging relational gaps.  CSC Mitchell’s social work background and 
previous relationships with juvenile court system, community, housing authorities, 
apartment complexes and neighborhood served her well as she was trusted in the 
community.   CSC Braxton previously served as a teacher prior to being selected as the 
CSC and along with the principal had a strong connection with the students, staff, 
families and community prior to assuming the role of CSC.   
Community leaders operate like “portals or doorways” in the social network; in 
that these community members provide access to resources and opportunities through 
their social ties with other individuals and organizations (Jordan, 2006; Adams, Jean-
Marie, 2010).  CSC Mitchell viewed herself as “a collaborator and community builder.   
I understand what was going on in their lives”.  She stated that she serves as a connector 
for parents as “I’m usually connecting parents with what is going on and a lot of times, I 
hear what they are saying because I go to the meetings” and see people and get to know 
them.  CSC Braxton specifically states, “I am the gatekeeper” so community, partners, 
organizations “just have one place to talk to.  She explains how this was a shift from 
previous work because prior to the position of CSC, the principal was the one everyone 
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went to for everything.  Now, she states, “they talk to me first and the principal can be 
the instructional leader” of the school and now has the time to do that work.  
The CSC serves as that intermediary agent to the principal in building the 
network between school, community and agencies while allowing the principal to focus 
on teaching and learning. 
Value and Influence of the CSC on the Instructional Leadership Role of the Principal 
The Community School Coordinators free the principal to practice the core 
functions of their jobs which are teaching and learning.  Essential to the role of the CSC 
is their commitment to forging relationships inside and outside the school community 
which enables the principal to then focus on the teaching and learning which is critical 
to their work as instructional leaders.  The demands on principals especially in urban 
schools include building stronger connections between schools and the community they 
serve (Bryk, Sebring, Allensworth, Luppescu & Easton, 2010; Jazzar & Algozzine, 
2007; Jean-Marie, Ruffin & Burr, 2010) places constraints on these leaders’ time and 
work priority regardless of the value of such connections.  Principals are challenged in 
finding a balance between managerial and instructional practices that complement and 
support instead of compete with each other (Shellard, 2003).  The CSC fills in the gaps, 
“rounds out the principal”, takes non-instructional matters “off the plate of the 
principal” while allowing the principal to work on the academic side.  
 The CSC becomes the builder, keeper and connector for the relationships, 
programs and services which enhance opportunities for children, families in the school.  
Valued as an essential role in the community school, the CSC is responsible for the 
after-school and week-end activities and events which enable the school to be “the hub” 
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of the community as school-community relationships are emphasized (Samberg & 
Sheeran, 2000; Dryfoos, n. d.).  The CSC shares a “dependent” role with the principal 
and is such an important part of defusing the components of the community school 
model that the programming would “go away” without this position. The CSC assumes 
responsibility for developing relationships with partners and scheduling before and 
after-school activities which takes that responsibility from the principal’s office.  
Furthermore, these partnerships are purposeful and aimed at meeting the needs of the 
children and families in the school and community. Taking on the position as a “point 
person”, the CSCs are the first point of contact thereby freeing the principal from being 
the sole responder when school-community connections were made.   
 Realizing that the work in the community school is not for a lone leader, each 
principal came to recognize the value and influence of the CSC on their work (Cuban, 
1987; Murphy, Hallinger & Miller, 1987; Hallinger & Richardson, 1988; Little, Long, 
& Guilkey-Amado, 1986; Little & Long, 1985; Dryfoos, n. d.; Kanter, 1979).  Principal 
Karrington reflected on a time when she was responsible for collecting data, 
coordinating volunteers, partners and scheduling meetings and events with and for 
parents and community.  Now she acknowledges the value of having the CSC assuming 
those duties while she spends her time on teaching and learning.  Likewise, Principal 
Smith affirms her reliance on the CSC and no longer feels that she must do all the work 
alone.  Crediting the CSC for all the after school programming and trusting 
relationships cultivated through connections, she values the support and cohesiveness of 
programming the CSC brings to the school and school community.  She also reflects on 
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a time when she attempted to do all these things alone and now depends on the CSC to 
facilitate these as well as nurture and develop relationships. 
While each CSC was unique in meeting the needs of her school and community, 
each fulfilled a specific purpose in meeting the needs of the families and community 
they serve.  Each enabled the principal to focus on teaching and learning by deliberately 
taking the non-academic matters from the direct responsibility of the principal and 
fostering relationships with multiple stakeholders for the purpose of benefiting children 
and families in the schools.   
Implications for Policy and Practice 
Each participant in the study described the work of the CSC from a leadership 
perspective however each CSC’s relationship with the principal influenced the degree 
leadership was shared on each campus.  Implications for future practice would indicate 
that a clear understanding of the role of the CSC between the principal and community 
school coordinator should be thoroughly vetted prior to hiring a CSC and engaging in 
the process of developing the community schools model.  It was evident in the study 
that leadership mattered and the degree to which the CSC had access and was 
empowered to develop the relationships and partnerships influenced the degree of in-
depth reciprocal relationships and partnerships.   
The Director of the Community School Initiative played an important part in 
preparing the CSC for assuming their roles in the schools.  As the district and CSI shifts 
roles and responsibilities and as funders of the CSC expect accountability for 
improvements based on performance, the call for the district to systematize this role 
merits consideration.  A firm commitment to funding, professional development for the 
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CSCs and principals is needed to assure each campus defines and implements clear 
goals and measures of accountability that are collaboratively designed with multiple 
stakeholders. 
With the retirement of one principal in this study, the district should consider 
principal capacity building and sustainability in this reform model.   A clear vision 
shared between the principal and CSC is essential as it facilitates the work in the 
community school and helps diffuse the practices and conditions for learning school and 
community wide  
 Skill, talent and preparation for the role of CSC were important to the work they 
coordinated in schools.  Matching the skill, talent and preparation to the desired 
outcome and work required in the school and community is essential to a “good fit” in 
the selection of a CSC.  Districts and hiring agents are advised to carefully select the 
CSC and principal to guide the practices and conditions for learning in the community 
school model of school reform and aligned to specific needs of the school, parents, 
students and community.   
 Implications for further studies include using social network analysis to 
determine the effectiveness of the CSC in developing the social network and for the 
purpose of developing social capital for the school and school community.  The CSCs 
in this study worked with a vast number of agencies, community organizations and 
partnerships as well as in-school staff inclusive of teachers, students, parents and office 
staff.  This role took some responsibility from the principal and enabled the principal to 
focus on academic matters.  The study contributes to the educational research by 
defining the role of the CSC as an informal leader and as essential in building, nurturing 
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and sustaining the relationships with external and internal constituents who are able to 
provide resources to meet the academic and social needs of children. 
Developing and sharing effective prototypes of reciprocal relationships and 
partnerships with partners and the community serves to potentially increase the 
possibilities for the shared work of the CSC and the community.  As an example, case 
studies of the CSCs and their influence on building the social network in schools should 
be shared and used in professional learning while expanding the literature on this role. 
 Policy makers should be aware of the importance of the structural and 
governance implications for schools and organizations as they seek to fully implement 
the emerging role of the CSC in the community school reform model.  In addition, 
professional development and continued networking with CSI should be maintained as 
it connects the schools with multiple stakeholders, and cohesively aligns resources with 
established partners to meet the needs of children and families in the community school.   
 The CSC also frees the principal to carry out duties and responsibilities of 
teaching and learning thereby contributing to meeting the academic and social needs of 
children.  Additionally the value of the CSC enhances opportunities to successfully 
form relationships and partnerships with communities and families who are often 
disenfranchised or live in high poverty areas.   
 Importantly, as school districts reorganize, distribute principals to new schools 
or hire new principals, selection of the principal for a community school should take 
into consideration the characteristics of leadership that would enhance the development 
of the community schools model and consider the desired collaborative and shared 
leadership skills of the principal as they work with a community school coordinator.  
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The CSC’s role and successful implementation of the position in meeting the needs of 
children’s social and academic needs is contingent upon the CSC and principal sharing 
a common vision for the school community and in determining the specific needs of the 
school and school community.   
CONCLUSION 
 The Community School Coordinator fosters and nurtures the network 
connecting school, families and communities.   By nurturing the relationships with 
multiple constituents, families, community, faith-based and the school, this role serves 
to bridge relational gaps among families, between families and school and between 
school and community for the purpose of influencing the academic and social needs of 
children and families in the school community. 
 Newly discovered in this study was the importance of the CSC’s physical 
proximity to the principal.  This facilitated frequent and timely communication and 
enabled the CSC to experience first-hand the interactions with parents and teachers.  
Bringing attention of important matters requiring the talents and skills of the CSC was 
easier to actualize when the CSC’s office was located near the principal’s office. 
 Further research is needed to study the influence of experiential background on 
the role of the CSC.  Given the limitations of this study only two CSCs in one school 
district were studied.  Future studies on the role of the CSC could further contribute to 
research by including multiple CSCs in different districts and/or states to examine an 
expanded perspective on this relatively new role as intermediary agent to the principal 
and its influence on the lives of children and families.  Additionally, further exploration 
using social network analysis could contribute to explaining the effectiveness of this 
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role on developing the social network between school, community and families for the 
purpose of improving the academic and social needs of children and families in urban 
elementary schools.  The findings in this exploratory case study define the role of the 
Community School Coordinator in meeting the academic and social needs of children 
and families in two urban elementary schools. 
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APPENDIX A 
University of Oklahoma-Tulsa 
Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education 
Schusterman Center 
4502 E. 41st Street 
Tulsa, OK 74135 
Office: 918-660-3889 
 
Thank you for agreeing to be a part of this study.  I am a doctoral student at The University of 
Oklahoma and I am in the dissertation writing stage of my program. My research topic is on the 
role of the Community School Coordinator in a Community School.  You have been chosen as a 
participant for this study because you are the Community School Coordinator of a sustaining or 
mentoring community school__________.  As a result of your agreeing to be a part of this 
study, I will conduct an in-depth interview to inform my research question:  What is the role and 
function of the community school coordinator in developing the social network between the 
school community to meet the academic and on social needs of children?  Observations of 
meetings or events conducted or attended by the Community School Coordinator may also help 
the researcher in defining the role of the community school coordinator; therefore permission to 
observe meetings or events on or off the campus is being sought.  Permission to record the 
meetings is being requested.  Transcription of the meeting notes will be used in the research. No 
identification of attendees will be used in the research study. 
 The interview will be recorded and transcribed using a tape recorder and note pad.  It 
may be necessary to conduct a follow-up interview to ensure the information I record is 
accurately stated as you intended.  This interview will focus on your knowledge and experience 
as it relates to the topic of the study.  I have several questions.  Please ask me to explain further 
if you need clarity about any of the questions.   
Statement of Support 
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and have received satisfactory 
answers. I support the study. 
 
Participant Signature                             Print Name                                       Date 
Signature of Person Obtaining Support                      Date 
Verna Dean Ruffin 
 
Print Name of Person Obtaining Support 
 
 
 
The University of Oklahoma is an Equal Opportunity Institution 
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APPENDIX A 
University of Oklahoma-Tulsa 
Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education 
Schusterman Center 
4502 E. 41st Street 
Tulsa, OK 74135 
Office: 918-660-3889 
 
Verbal recruitment script used when approaching participants 
I am a doctoral student at The University of Oklahoma and I am in the dissertation writing stage 
of my program. My research topic is on the role of the Community School Coordinator in a 
Community School.  You have been chosen as a participant for this study because you are the 
principal of a sustaining or mentoring community school in _________.  As a result of your 
agreeing to be a part of this study, I will conduct an in-depth interview to inform my research 
question:  What is the role and function of the community school coordinator in developing the 
social network between the school community to meet the academic and on social needs of 
children?  Observations of meetings or events conducted or attended by the Community School 
Coordinator may also help the researcher in defining the role of the community school 
coordinator; therefore permission to observe meetings or events on or off the campus is being 
sought.  Permission to record the meetings is being requested.  Transcription of the meeting 
notes will be used in the research. No identification of attendees will be used in the research 
study.  The interview will be recorded and transcribed using a tape recorder and note pad.  It 
may be necessary to conduct a follow-up interview to ensure the information I record is 
accurately stated as you intended.  This interview will focus on your knowledge and experience 
as it relates to the topic of the study.  I have several questions.  Please ask me to explain further 
if you need clarity about any of the questions.   
Statement of Support 
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I have read the above information. I have asked questions and have received satisfactory 
answers. I support the study. 
Participant Signature                             Print Name                                       Date 
Signature of Person Obtaining Support                      Date 
Verna Dean Ruffin 
 
Print Name of Person Obtaining Support 
The University of Oklahoma is an Equal Opportunity Institution 
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University of Oklahoma-Tulsa 
Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education 
Schusterman Center 
4502 E. 41st Street 
Tulsa, OK 74135 
Office: 918-660-3889 
 
Verbal recruitment script used when approaching participants 
I am a doctoral student at The University of Oklahoma and I am in the dissertation 
writing stage of my program. My research topic is on the role of the Community School 
Coordinator in a Community School.  You have been chosen as a participant for this 
study because you are the Director of the __________ Community School Initiative in 
________.  As a result of your agreeing to be a part of this study, I will conduct an in-
depth interview to inform my research question:  What is the role and function of the 
community school coordinator in developing the social network between the school 
community to meet the academic and on social needs of children?  Observations of 
meetings or events conducted or attended by the Community School Coordinator may 
also help the researcher in defining the role of the community school coordinator; 
therefore permission to observe meetings or events on or off the campus is being 
sought.  Permission to record the meetings is being requested.  Transcription of the 
meeting notes will be used in the research. No identification of attendees will be used in 
the research study.  The interview will be recorded and transcribed using a tape recorder 
and note pad.  It may be necessary to conduct a follow-up interview to ensure the 
information I record is accurately stated as you intended.  This interview will focus on 
your knowledge and experience as it relates to the topic of the study.  I have several 
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questions.  Please ask me to explain further if you need clarity about any of the 
questions.   
Statement of Support 
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and have received satisfactory 
answers. I support the study. 
Participant Signature                             Print Name                                Date 
Signature of Person Obtaining Support                      Date 
Verna Dean Ruffin 
 
Print Name of Person Obtaining Support 
The University of Oklahoma is an Equal Opportunity Institution 
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APPENDIX B  
 
INITIAL INTERVIEW: RESEARCHER CASE STUDY PROTOCOL  
COMMUNITY SCHOOL COORDINATOR  
Exploratory Case Studies of the Role of the Community Schools Coordinator: 
Developing the School Social Network in Urban Elementary Schools  
Thank you for agreeing to be a part of this study. I am a doctoral student at The University 
of Oklahoma and I am in the dissertation writing stage of my program. My research topic is 
on the role of the Community School Coordinator in a Community School. You have been 
chosen as a participant for this study because you are the Community School Coordinator in 
a sustaining/mentoring Community School. As a result of your agreeing to be a part of this 
study, I will conduct an in-depth interview to inform my research questions: What is the 
role and function of the community school coordinator in developing the social network 
between the school community to meet the academic and on social needs of children?  
The interview will be recorded and transcribed. It may be necessary to conduct a follow-up 
interview to ensure the information I record is accurately stated as you intended. Thank you 
for allowing me to interview you. This interview will focus on your knowledge and 
experience as it relates to the topic of the study. I have several questions. Please ask me to 
explain further if you need clarity about any of the questions.  
*Need recorder  
* Note pad  
PART I  
What is the role and function of a Community School Coordinator (CSC) in the school 
community to meet the academic and social needs of children?  
Can you share your prior professional experiences that may have led to your current 
role?  
 Why did you apply for the position of CSC?  
 How long have you been a Community School Coordinator (CSC)?  
 How did past experiences, education and/or professional development prepare you for 
working in a community school?  
 What were your expectations for your role in a community school?  
 Has the role of CSC evolved over time? If so, in what ways?  
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 Does the role of the CSC help schools meet the academic and social needs of children? Please 
elaborate on your response.  
 
PART II  
How does the Community School Coordinator perceive his/her role of fostering the social network to 
connect the school with the community?  
 In your role as Community School Coordinator with whom do you interact to fulfill your 
responsibilities?  
 What is the nature of your interactions within and/or outside the school community?  
 Do you meet with community groups and/or organizations?  
 If so, how do you determine with which groups or organization you will meet?  
 Do you have agenda, logs or communication notes you could share with me?  
 How do you perceive the connections between school and community to be a part of 
fulfilling your responsibility as Community School Coordinator?  
 
Part III  
What are the patterns of interaction of the CSC with members in and outside the school?  
What do the patterns of interaction reveal regarding the relationship between the CSC and 
members in and outside the school?  
 What is the nature of your interaction with parents?  
 Do members within the school interact with members of the community groups and/or 
organizations? If so, do you play a role in bringing the community groups and/or 
organizations into the school?  
 Does your role include scheduling or coordinating meetings between parents and 
teachers? If so, please explain your role in coordinate meetings between parents and 
teachers?  
 What is the nature of the interaction between parents and teachers in the community 
school?  
 Does your work extend beyond the typical school day (EX 8:30-3:30)?  
 What are the hours of your typical work day?  
 Describe a typical day/week in your position as CSC?  
 
PART IV  
How does the role of CSC enable a principal to focus on the operating core of teaching and 
learning?  
 How do you define your role as CSC as it relates to working with the principal?  
 How frequently do you meet with the principal?  
 Describe some of the work you perform that might be the principal’s responsibility if the 
school did not have a CSC?  
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 APPENDIX B    
INITIAL INTERVIEW: RESEARCHER CASE STUDY PROTOCOL  
PRINCIPAL  
Thank you for agreeing to be a part of this study. I am a doctoral student at The 
University of Oklahoma and I am in the dissertation writing stage of my program. My 
research topic is on the role of the Community School Coordinator in a Community 
School. You have been chosen as a participant for this study because you are the 
Principal in a sustaining/mentoring Community School. As a result of your agreeing to 
be a part of this study, I will conduct an in-depth interview to inform my research 
questions: What is the role and function of the community school coordinator in 
developing the social network between the school community to meet the academic and 
on social needs of children?  
The interview will be recorded and transcribed. It may be necessary to conduct a 
follow-up interview to ensure the information I record is accurately stated as you 
intended. Thank you for allowing me to interview you. This interview will focus on 
your knowledge and experience as it relates to the topic of the study. I have several 
questions. Please ask me to explain further if you need clarity about any of the 
questions.  
*Need recorder  
* Note pad  
*Participant to receive a copy of interview questions before beginning the interview  
*Clarifying questions are color-coded were not given to the participant in advance of 
the interview.  
PART I  
What is the role and function of a Community School Coordinator (CSC) in the school 
community to meet the academic and social needs of children?  
 What is the primary role of the CSC?  
 In your opinion, how did past experiences, education and/or professional 
development prepare the CSC for working in a community school?  
 What are your expectations for the role of a CSC in a community school?  
 How do you define a community school?  
 Does the CSC explain the community schools concept to others? If so, who are they?  
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PART II  
How does the Community School Coordinator perceive his/her role of fostering the 
social network to connect the school with the community?  
 Is the CSC responsible for meeting with community groups and/or organizations?  
 If so, what is the purpose for the CSC meeting with community 
groups/organizations?  
 How frequently does the CSC meet with community groups/organizations?  
 Which member(s) of the school community benefit from the community groups 
and/or organizations meeting with the CSC?  
 Do you consider making connections between school and community an important 
part of the job of the CSC? Please elaborate on your response.  
 
Part III  
What are the patterns of interaction of the CSC with members in and outside the 
school?  
What do the patterns of interaction reveal regarding the relationship between the CSC 
and members in and outside the school?  
 How frequently does the CSC meet with parents? For what purpose do they meet 
with parents?  
 Does the CSC meet with community groups and/or organizations? For what purpose 
does the CSC meet with community groups/organizations?  
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 Do members within the school interact with members of the community groups 
and/or organizations? If so, does the CSC play a role in getting the community groups 
and/or organizations into the school?  
 Does the role of the CSC include scheduling or coordinating meetings between 
parents and teachers? If so, does the CSC coordinate meetings between parents and 
teachers?  
 Does the CSC assist you as principal in your work as it extends beyond the typical 
school day (EX. 8:30 -3:30)? If so, in what ways? Please elaborate on your response.  
 Describe a typical day/week for the CSC in your school?  
 
PART IV  
How does the role of CSC enable a principal to focus on the operating core of teaching 
and learning?  
IRB NUMBER: 0927 IRB APPROVAL DATE: 08/23/2012  
 
 How do you define the role of CSC as it relates to working with the principal?  
 How frequently does the CSC meet with you as the principal of this community 
school?  
 Describe some of the work the CSC performs that might be the principal’s 
responsibility if the school did not have a CSC?  
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 APPENDIX  B      
 INITIAL INTERVIEW: RESEARCHER CASE STUDY PROTOCOL  
COMMUNITY SCHOOLS INITIATIVE—DIRECTOR INTERVIEW  
Thank you for agreeing to be a part of this study. I am a doctoral student at The 
University of Oklahoma and I am in the dissertation writing stage of my program. My 
research topic is on the role of the Community School Coordinator in a Community 
School. You have been chosen as a participant for this study because you are the person 
responsible for the work of community schools in the Community Schools Initiative in 
_________. As a result of your agreeing to be a part of this study, I will conduct an in-
depth interview to inform my research question: What is the role and function of the 
community school coordinator in developing the social network between the school 
community to meet the academic and on social needs of children?  
The interview will be recorded and transcribed. It may be necessary to conduct a 
follow-up interview to ensure the information I record is accurately stated as you 
intended. Thank you for allowing me to interview you. This interview will focus on 
your knowledge and experience as it relates to the topic of the study. I have several 
questions. Please ask me to explain further if you need clarity about any of the 
questions.  
*Need recorder  
* Note pad  
*Participant to receive a copy of interview questions before beginning the interview  
*Clarifying questions are color-coded were not given to the participant in advance of 
the interview.  
PART I  
What is the role and function of a Community School Coordinator (CSC) in the school 
community to meet the academic and social needs of children?  
 What is the primary role of the CSC?  
 In your opinion, how does past experiences, education and/or professional 
development prepare the CSC for working in a community school?  
 What are your expectations for the role of a CSC in a community school?  
 How do you define a community school?  
 Does the CSC explain the community schools concept to others? If so, who are they?  
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PART II  
How does the Community School Coordinator perceive his/her role of fostering the 
social network to connect the school with the community?  
 Is the CSC responsible for meeting with community groups and/or organizations?  
 If so, what is the purpose for the CSC meeting with community 
groups/organizations?  
 How frequently does the CSC meet with community groups/organizations?  
 Which member(s) of the school community benefit from the community groups 
and/or organizations meeting with the CSC?  
 Do you consider making connections between school and community an important 
part of the job of the CSC? Please elaborate on your response.  
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APPENDIX C 
 
OBSERVATION PROTOCOL 
 
Setting: 
Individual Observed: 
Observation #:(first observation, second, etc.) 
Observer involvement: 
Date/Time: 
Place: 
Duration of Observation (indicate start/end times): 
Descriptive Notes 
(Detailed, chronological notes about what 
thoughts the observer sees, hears, what 
occurred; the physical setting) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reflective Notes 
(Concurrent notes about the observer’s 
personal reactions, experiences) 
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APPENDIX D 
 
PARTICIPANT PROFILE DOCUMENT 
 
 
Personal Information 
 
Gender 
 
Ethnicity 
 
Age 
 
Experience 
 
Highest level of education/majors 
 
Certifications 
 
Years teaching/subject 
 
Years as an administrator/ level 
 
Years at current site 
 
Others positions held 
 
District(s) employed by 
 
Other Information 
 
What Influenced you to enter the field of education? 
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APPENDIX E  
 
CROSS CASE ANALYSIS  
 
Reoccurring words or themes 
Reoccurring 
words or 
themes 
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5 
Network X X  X X 
Relationship X X X X X 
Leadership X X X X X 
Reciprocal  X X  X 
Partnership X  X  X 
Trust  X  X X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
